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ABSTRACT

Yuan Hao-wen lived in an era of social and national instability.

He was harried and pursued about China by barbaric Mongol legions for a 

great part of his adult life. He did rise in the official ranks to 

positions of minor importance, but his days in office were short compared 

to the long periods he spent fleeing the Mongols and the'several decades 

he lived as a retired official refusing to serve under the Mongol-Yuan 

dynasty.

Yuan's literary and scholarly pursuits are marked by high achieve- 

ment as a historian, prose stylist, literary critic and poet. It is in 

this last area of literary achievement that he received the highest 

praise. He was a man possessed of consummate technical ability and a 

perceptive, if sympathetic, view of life. These two facets combine to 

form poetry that is keen and analytical, but still imbued with gentle 

shades of understanding and humanity. He speaks not only of personal 

sorrow, but of national crisis and defeat in war. As such, he is an 

eloquent spokesman for a dark age of collapse and subjugation. ■

v



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The T'ang dynasty is generally regarded by Chinese and Western

ers alike as the "Golden Age" of Chinese poetry. Consequently, eighth 

century poets such as Tu Fu, Li Po, and Wang Wei have long constituted 

the yardstick by which Chinese poetry is measured. Upon closer examina

tion, however, one discovers much of artistic value in previous and 

later ages. Much of this valuable material was produced during the 

Sung-Chin period (9 60-1279), a great era of cultural, artistic, and 

philosophical blossoming. This epoch, long regarded as an inferior and 

slightly tarnished "Silver Age" of verse, has been elevated in the last 

few years to a position that seriously challenges the T’ang as the 

epitome and paradigm of classical Chinese poetry.

New literary movements, which began in the high T'ang, matured 

in the Sung dynasty to expand both the substance and forms of poetry to 

heights previously unreached. Firmly anchored in the real world, the 

men who figured in these developments sifted through an immense variety 

of human experience in their search for theme and meaning, and the daily 

activities of farm life became as much a part of poetry as capital life 

or the scholarly world. The poets of this later age often used .descrip

tive and narrative styles of verse as they probed the social and ethical 
* ■ . ■ 

worlds, bringing the most common, as well as the most exotic, events

under close scrutiny.
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Yuan Hao-wen was an important figure during this era. Long 

overlooked by traditional writers because he lived and served under a 

"barbarian" dynasty, he was finally given his due in the eighteenth 

century and thence forward occupied a prominent position in the hier

archy of Chinese poetry. His verse is graced with more than the usual 

Sung characteristics, and he responded to the unique stimuli of the 

Mongol invasions with a particular keenness and sensibility.

To study a man gifted as a prose stylist, scholar, historian, 

official, critic and poet is no small task. The problem is compounded 

by the fact that he is barely mentioned in Western language scholarship. 

In fact, the only modern major work on Yuan is a book-.! ength monograph 

in Japanese. The purpose of this paper is to provide an introductory 

account of the poet in English, and four broad areas have been empha

sized. First, an outline of the rise and sinicization of the lurched, 

and an outline of the general cultural trends of the Chin are provided. 

This is necessary to give the reader a functional knowledge of the 

general cultural and historical background. Secondly, a biographical 

sketch of the poet is included to provide important information about 

his life. The biography is limited because of the nature of the source 

material. All the primary biographical sources are nien-p'u, a very 

brief chronological account of travels, meetings with acquaintances, and 

significant historical events. A compilation from these sources must, 

because of their nature, be either very brief when used alone; or very 

specific when combined with internal literary evidence.

• The final two sections deal with Yuan as critic and poet. It is

in these two fields that he is most highly regarded. Out of nearly
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two-thousand verses still extant, fifty-five poems have .been selected to 

typify his verse. These include many of his most famous individual 

poems and may be taken as indicative of the major thematic elements. 

Analysis of the poetry consists of explanations of metaphorical elements, 

elucidation of allusive elements, and a simple analysis of theme and 

structure. Because of the limited scope of the paper, linguistic or 

metrical analyses have not been attempted. Such undertakings are too . 

extensive in scope and require too detailed of an analysis for an explor

atory paper. Recognizing the need for this type of criticism at a later 

stage, introductory translation and simple commentary must suffice at 

this point.

Translation from the Chinese invariably involves numerous prob

lems. ' Many attempts have already been made to explain these difficulties 

mine will not be added to the lengthening list. In translation, some 

general rules have been followed. Each poem has undergone at least 

three revisions, from a word-by-word rough to the finished product. I 

have experimented freely with English form, and various word and line 

formations have been tried for effect. The alert reader of Chinese will 

notice the shape of these experiments at once. Generally, the English 

lines have been broken at the original ceasura and end .stop, although 

such formations as original number of stressed syllables per line have 

also been tried. There are some places where the meaning of the orig

inal text is unclear; in such instances the context of the whole poem 

has served to suggest an interpretation, a procedure which is at best 

risky but necessary. When dealing with metaphor and allusion, the



allegorical meaning has, for the most part, been incorporated into the 

English version.



CHAPTER 2
THE .TORCHED CONQUEST 

' AND THE SINICIZATION OF THE CHIN DYNASTY

: ~ ■ Conquest

The inability of the Sung Dynasty to maintain military superior

ity on its northern frontiers gave the powerful barbarian tribes of the 

northern reaches unlimited access to that area of China. One of the 

more powerful of these barbarian tribes, the Liao (907-1119) arose 

simultaneously with the Five Dynasties (907-960), and coexisted with the 

Northern Sung (960-1126).. The Liao, or Khitan-Liao, controlled a large 

swath of North China that ran from the modern province of Ho-pei to the 

Hei-lung-chiang (Amur River), the northern border of Manchuria. Their 

territory included a large number of vassal tribes, nomads who made 

their living by hunting, fishing, husbandry, or farming.

One of these tribes, a proto-Manchu Tungusic speaking people, 

were called Nu-chen by the Chinese.^ This was the lurched. Although 

their first tribal organization consisted of nothing more than a grudg

ing acknowledgement of the ethnic ties that bound them, when, the Liao

1. The original characters for the tribe were Nu-chen JL ) . 
but these were changed later to Nu-chen (̂ r JL) to avoid the taboo "of 
the personal name of Emperor Hsing-tsung of the Liao (1031-1055).
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made one of the Jurched tribal chieftains, Wu-ku-nai, a chieh-tu-shih,2 

the tribe solidified into a confederation of strong military power.^ .

This confederation was made even stronger through the years as 

five more chieh-tu-shih were appointed from the tribe. When the fifth, 

Wan-yen A-ku-ta (d. 1127), assumed the dual roles of chieh-tu-shih and
it ■tribal chief of the Jurched, his tribe had already defeated and assimi

lated all but two of the smaller tribes of Kirin province. A-ku-ta, a 

man of far-sighted nature and martial spirit, dispatched these two in 

rapid succession as he led his invincible army toward war with the 

Liao.4

In 1114, A-ku-ta openly repudiated the authority of the Khitan 

house and revolted against his overlords, defeating the main strength of 

the Liao empire in three decisive battles. In one of these battles 

10,000 Jurched cavalry defeated a 700,000-man mixed army of nomads, 

Khitans, and Chinese which the Liao had sent to decimate the Jurched 

"once and for a l l . .

The Sung hastened the swift destruction of the Liao, although it 

would have been accomplished easily by the Jurched alone. In 1115, 

after capturing one of the Liao capitals, A-ku-ta established his own

2. The chieh-tu-shlh were military-civil provincial officials 
somewhat like a Governor-general. They held tremendous power that some
times overshadowed even imperial might.

3. Chin Yu-fu, Sung liao chin shih (Hong Kong: Lung-men, 1966),
p. 59.

4. Ibid.

5. Ibid., p. 61.



dynasty., the Chin (sometimes spelled Kin) meaning the "Golden Dynasty," 

a name taken from a river in his homeland. The Sung allied themselves 

with.the Chin in hope of regaining some of their lost provinces in the 

north.^ After some deliberation, the Sung and the Chin Settled on 

treaty provisions which awarded Sung the ancient capital of Yen-ching 

and ten other districts and provinces which were still under Liao 

control. The Sung invaded Yen-ching once, but were unable to hold it 

against renewed Liao thrusts and they were forced.to retreat. Further 

attempts to take Yen-ching, which had become the provisional capital of 

Liao, were repulsed. The Chin, riding on a crest of victories, rolled 

into North China and inundated the Liao capital, taking it in a few
7weeks.

About the same time, a regional commander in P'ing-chou (near 

modern Shan-hai-kuan) refused to capitulate to the lurched and instead 

turned his armies over to the Sung. The Sung sent him a letter making 

him a chieh-tu-shih and simultaneously dispatched an army to take 

control of the territory under his jurisdiction. The Chin intercepted 

the letter, beheaded the commander at P'ing-chou, then launched an 

attack on the Sung.® * ■

6. John K: Fairbank and Edwin 0. Reischauer, East Asia: The
Great Tradition (Boston: Houghton-Mifflin Co. , 1962), pp". 208, 255-259

7. Chin, p. 62.

8. Ibid., p. 65 and C. P. Fitzgerald, China: A Short Cultural
History (New York: Praeger, 1965), p. 392.



This attack took the shape of a two-prong thrust into the region 

of China lying between the Yangtze and the Yellow River. The western 

arm started from the area of Yun-chung (modern Ta-t'ung), and the 

eastern one from Yen-ching. The western army was checked at T'ai-yuan, 

but the eastern arm managed to reach Pien-liang (modern K'ai-feng),

Sung China's northern capital. Emperor Hui-tsung abdicated in favor of 

his son, Ch'in-tsung, who proceeded to buy off the Chin with an indemnity 

of 200,000 taels of gold, 4,000,000 taels of silver, and the gift of 

three important districts: Chung-shan, T'ai-yuan, and Ho-chien, all

lying within the Honan-Hupei-Shensi basin area.9 The Chin army was 

satisfied and retreated. The Sung emperor then committed an extraordin

ary mistake upon the bad council of several conservative ministers. He 

sent an army in pursuit of the retiring Chin columns. The lurched 

returned, invested the capital for 41 days, and when it fell, took the 

emperor, his clan, and all of the high-ranking ministers as prisoners.I®

Not content with just' this portion of China, the lurched soon 

invaded the area south of the Yangtze, pursuing their conquests as far 

as Hang-chou and Ning-po (Chekiang province), leaving a widespread path 

of destruction. Fortunately for the Sung, A-ku-ta died at this point,

9. Ibid.

10. Fitzgerald, p. 392.



and the resulting dissension among contenders for the throne forced the 

recall of the southern forces.H

Whether or not the Chin could have conquered all of China is 

debatable. The southern area of China was unsuited for nomadic cavalry; 

and the Sung had just found a highly competent military leader in Yo Fei 

(1102-1141). However, the overwhelming strength of the Chin cavalry and 

their vigorous spirit could, possibly have caused the downfall of the 

Southern Sung had they been put to use in an all-out war effort.

Satisfied with their booty in North China, the Chin established

two puppet governments in succession to rule over the lower reaches of

their empire. These were the "False Ch'u" and the "False Chfi" dynas

ties, headed respectively by Chang Pang-ch’ang and Liu Yu-hsiang.^^

These two dynasties served a dual purpose as both a buffer zone between 

the two major states, and as a temporary regency over newly assimilated 

Chinese lands. Their existence allowed the Chin enough time to consoli

date their power in the Yen region of China. In 1137,; when new nomadic. 

Confederations forced the lurched out of their Sungari River valley 

homeland, they dropped all pretense of puppet rule, and extended, their 

control to the Huai River. The Huai, the northern border of the rice- 

cultivation belt, became the cease-fire line, and both the Chin and Sung

settled down to a relatively stable but tense peace.13 
  — -—  :  -

11. Fairbank and Reischauer, p. 208..

12. Chin, pp. 70-71.

13. Fairbank and Reischauer, p. 259.
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Sinicization

The. sinicization of the lurched occurred at a much faster rate 

and to a greater degree than other barbarian dynasties (except possibly 

the Manchu). To understand the reasons for this it is necessary to 

view the nomadic dynasties in.total perspective. Prior to the lurched 

invasion there were two types of nomadic peoples: The "pure nomads"

who. made their living by husbandry and trading; and the "semi-nomads" 

who lived in semi-permanent locations, and made a substantial proportion 

of their livelihood by agriculture. These two types of tribes have 

usually been grouped together because the only two that have been thor

oughly studied are the Khitan (Liao) and the Mongols (Yuan)^— both "pure
-14nomads.

The lurched were a semi-nomadic tribe who lived in the Sungari 

River valley of northern Manchuria. • A Sung envoy sent to their, homeland

in the early twelfth century noted that the Chin not only.hunted, fished

and herded stock, but that they also farmed extensively.^ He reported 

that their homeland was "highly suitable for farming" and that there was 

"tilling and plowing" everywhere.-^ Other indications of their advance

ment from the nomadic stage were their villages, which.were earth-walled 

hamlets of wooden dwellings scattered about at distances of approximately 

three to five li apart. Here they raised swine, tilled the land with 

iron plows,. and raised seasonal crops; all elements that are indicative

14. T’ao Chin-sheng, "Chin-tai ch1u-ch1i nu-chen-ti han-hua," 
Wen-shih-che hsueh-pao 17 (1967): 31.

15. Ibid. , p'. 32.

.. 16. Ibid. , p. 33.
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of a life of relative permanence.1^ This type of existence differed 

little with life in North China villages. In fact, the lurched had 

possibly- adopted it after repeated contaqt with the Liao and other sini

cized tribes, of the northlahd.18 .

Although traces of Chinese influence were apparent in the daily 

lives of the lurched, they still maintained their original tribal- 

military system of government, the meng-an •mou-k'o system. The "Mili

tary Chronicles” section of the Chin History records the system in 

detail:.

At the beginning of the Chin, there was no corvee labor for the 
people of the tribe; the strong were all soldiers who hunted and 
fished during peace to make a living. During an alarm a messen
ger was sent to each tribal chieftain to draft soldiers and. pre
pare weapons and supplies for the infantry and cavalry. The 
tribal chief, called a p 1 el-chin, was called either a meng-an or 
mou-k'o, depending on the size of his unit when he went into 
battle. A meng-an led one thousand families and a mou-kTo led 
one hundred. The second in command to the infantry was called 
an.a-li-hsi, and the second in command to a mou-k'o was a p'u 
li-yen. At first there was no definite number of men in each 
section, but when T'ai-tsu (A-ku-ta) assumed the throne . . . he 
called a mou-kT o three hundred families and a meng-an ten times 
that number, (three thousand). He continued this until all of 
the tribes surrendered and he. used this method in choosing his 
leaders and organizing his men.19

These units were the primary basis of the government for several . 

years during the early period of the empire. They were much like the

17. Ibid., p. 33. .
. ' •

18. Ibid., pp. 34-36.

19. Chin-shih, Erh-shih-.wu-shih (Taipei: Erh-shih-wu-shih pien- 
k'an-kuan, 195 6), chuan .25..
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banner system of the Manchus..20 They functioned as a social and politi

cal unit on the local level, and their continued military presence 

aided in the suppression of local rebellions> However, the most impor

tant function of this system was to maintain tribal organization within 

the great sea of Chinese and Kliitan that they now controlled. 21

The sinicization of the lurched government was hastened when 

they conquered the Liao empire. Although the meng-an mou-k’o system was 

imposed upon the conquered territory, they also kept the Liao government, 

intact whenever possible for taxation purposes. This resulted in a 

political system with two leaders on the local level, and before long 

proved unwieldy. However, the Liao system was based on Chinese model, 

and it was highly effective in dealing with the local, sedentary popu

lace. The lurched soon realized the effectiveness of this system, and 

kept it intact until, it was replaced by a system modelled on the newer 

Sung-style bureaucracy. Also, confronted with an ever-increasing
TIChinese population, the lurched realized that their governmental insti-

' TItutions were ineffective when dealing with non-lurched peoples. To cope 

with the Chinese, they instituted a Privy Council for Chinese Affairs in 

1124.22

When the Chin finally did conquer Northern Sung in 1126, they 

found themselves confronted with a superior system of government, and 

they adapted themselves to it in various ways. Militarily, they

20. T'ao, p. 38.

21. Ibid.

22. Ibid., p. 43.
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•:utilized the ancient Chinese t 1un-t'ien system of deployment. A selec

tion in the Ta-chin kuo-chih gives an accurate account of the system and 

■shows the significant transformation that the meng-an mou-k'o underwent 

as the years progressed:

On giving land to the military: The system of giving land to
the military colonists originates in antiquity, but the system 
that the Chin used was somewhat simpler than that of antiquity 
. . . . It was not limited just to lurched, but Khitan and Hsi- 
hsia peoples were also included. Since the time the lurched had 
entered China, they lived scattered among the people. They were 
issued land according to the number in their family, and were 

. made to sow their own seed to supply their families with food.
In the spring and autumn they were issued clothing if they were 
going to serve in the army. They were completely salaried with 
cash and grain. The.grain was never more than ten pecks and 
the cash was never more than several thousand. There.was ho 
insufficiency worth lamenting. The large districts under this 
system were Shantung, .Hopei and Kuansi. There were 130 "Thousand 
Households" but each unit consisted merely of 300 families. Not 
all of these were in the provinces, but some were in border 
garrisons and country hamlets.23

As is evident in this passage, the meng-an mou-k'o system had 

been supplanted by the "Thousand Household" system, which was more 

oriented toward tax collection than maintaining military superiority. 

Also, by this time, the meng-an mou-k1o quota of men per unit had dwin

dled to only a third of its original strength while the number of units 

remained unchanged.

The government of the lurched underwent even more radical 

changes during the five years that they maintained the two puppet 

governments in the Huai valley. In the north, which was under direct

23. Yu-wen Mao-chao, Ta-chin kuo-chih, Kuo-hsueh.chi-pen 
ts'ung-shu (Shanghai: Shang-wu, n.d.), p. 278.



Jurched control, in imitation of the Sung government, they stripped 

■provincial and city leaders of their power, and shifted political control 

to a centralized bureaucracy headed by the emperor. This transformation 

became complete in 1138, when the Chin formally reinstated the Confucian
examination system.24

When they revived these tests, the Chin voluntarily adopted 

Confucianism as a state, "religious" system. The lurched themselves were 

-shamanistic in their beliefs, and maintained their rituals until they 

were displaced by the Mongols. Buddhism and Taoism also flourished in 

the North. However, the Chin were quick to realize that the successful 

Chinese imperial system rested on Confucian precepts; that the examina

tion system was a way of placating the scholar-gentry class; and that 

the system could provide provincial officials as well as staff the lower 

levels of the central bureaucracy.

Virtually all higher positions in the bureaucracy, due to the 

meng-an mou-k'o system, were filled with men of Jurched stock. The 

' meng-an mou-kTo system had originally been based on hereditary assump

tion of position. When the Jurched abandoned it in favor of the Chinese 

method.of government, the high officials of the meng-an mou-k1o system 

merely switched into a parallel position in the new bureaucracy. Even 

those Jurched who did rise through the examination system were favored.

24. T'ao, pp. 44-48.
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There were special tests for them, and they received a favored degree 

called the "lurched chin-shih.

For the Confucian scholar5 the.examination system was the pri

mary way to power. There were other ways : One could become a eunuch,

a sycophant, or belong to the family of a concubine. However, the 

examination system remained the only socially acceptable vehicle of 

social and official, mobility. The... examination system of the Chin was • 

basically the same as that of the Sung and Liao.- The tests were held at 

three-year intervals, beginning in 1138. The lowest level was the 

hslang., or district examination for the hsiu-shih degree. The next 

level was the fu or sheng, that is the provincial examination for the 

chu-jen degree. At the highest level was the metropolitan examination, 

held at the capital for the rank of chin-shih. There were two different 

tests given at the district level:

The literary examination on poetry and on current policy took one 
day to complete. The test on the interpretation of the classics 
and on current policy took three days to complete. These were 
the district examinations, and were supervised by the district
magistrate.26 ,

Everyone was allowed to take' the examination, and only those who 

committed "miscellaneous infractions" were expelled. The infraction 

rule was very severe, and one could be dismissed for such minor mistakes 

as using the wrong stroke order, or writing a character with the wrong 

radical.27 .

25. T'ao, p. 51. 

26.. Yu-wen, p. 73.

27. Ibid.
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In the spring of- the year following the district examinations, 

the country was divided into three routes for testing purposes. The 

first route was. that area north of the Yellow River to Manchuria; their 

testing center was Yen-ching (modern Peking). The second area was 

called "east of the river to west of the pass" and included modern 

Shansi, Shensi and part of Kansu; its test center was Yun-chung (modern 

Ta-t'ung). The third route encompassed all of the area lying south of 

the Yellow River, mainly the modern provinces of Honan, Hupei, and parts 

of Anhwei and Shantung; its testing center was the southern capital at 

Pien-liang.28 These routes were for the provincial examinations.

The provincial tests were similar to the.ones given on the 

district level, however, the attrition rate rose, and only the top half 

of the candidates were selected to receive the chu-jen degree. In the 

autumn of the same year, all of. the successful chu-jen went to Yen-ching 

to sit for the metropolitan examination for the chin-shih degree, the 

highest honor of the system. Chances were even more limited in these 

tests, and only one out of six were awarded the degree. Even after 

completing the examinations, a chin-shih had to wait from eight to 

fifteen years for appointment. 29 . ...

By 1180, the lurched were completely sinicized. They had 

adopted Chinese dress, hair styles, and speech. Intermarriage was 

commonplace, and lurched males were actively engaged in agriculture as 

their primary activity. This rapid acculturation was the fruition of

28. Ibid.

29. Ibid.



long years,of repeated contact with Chinese culture prior to their 

.invasion of China. The Chin were so acclimatized by the reign of Shih- 

tsung (ll67-1190) that the situation prompted an .ethnic reaction of his 

part, and he attempted to force the lurched people to give up their 

Chinese customs. His campaign was a conspicuous failure. The futility 

of his efforts was apparent when the next emperor, Chang-tsung, ascended 

the throne.

Chang-tsung was thoroughly versed in Chinese thought and art,

and was a highly competent, if not great, painter and poet. His ability

in these fields emphasized the spread of Sung culture to the Chin. The
,, ' .lurched, like the Sung, viewed the emperor as the nucleus of the cultural

system. It was about him that all cultural and literary activity

revolved.. Chang-tsung fulfilled the traditional role of emperor-erudite 

quite competently. He not only practiced the arts of China, but he also 

supported and encouraged them. Coupled with imperial encouragement, 

another prominent factor in the continuance of Sung culture in the Chin,' 

were the i-min, or "left-over officials," of the Sung government that 

the Chin assimilated. Most of these officials were men of talent, and 

their literary or artistic skills found uninterrupted expression during 

the change-over in the early twelfth century. The lurched may have con

quered the military-governmental apparatus of the Sung, but they left 

the cultural world virtually untouched, and in the end this culture con

quered the conquerors. ,

The Sung blossomed in all phases of culture, but perhaps the 

greatest flowering occurred in philosophy, and ultimately in literature,
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the medium of .philosophical expression. The mentors of Sung thought 

carried on the revival of Confucianism begun by Han Yu (786-824) in the 

late T'ang period. In order to combat the rise of popularity of Bud

dhism and Taoism, Sung thinkers began to evaluate Confucianism in light 

of Buddhist and Taoist concepts, and attempted to construct a meta

physical foundation for Confucianism. This re-synthesis of philosophi

cal ideas resulted in Neo-Confucianism, a syncretism of the three major 

schools of thought. The processes employed were highly sophisticated 

and are beyond the scope of this summary. However, by the early twelfth 

century, tw:o predominant schools of Neo-Confucianism existed in China. 

One, the School of the Mind, was promulgated by Ch'engHao (1032-1085), 

and the other, the School of Reason, was promulgated by Chu Hsi (1130- 

1200). Chu Hsi’s theory emphasized the investigation of material things 

to perceive li, a pervading principle of the universe. Ch'eng's School 

of the Mind emphasized intuitive perception as the key to perceiving the 

same principle, li. Chu Hsi's dualistic theory was highly popular in 

North China, and became the standard school of Chin.

The rise of Neo-Confucianism did not curtail interest in other 

thought systems. Taoism, offering relaxation and ideal escape for the 

socially-minded Confucianist, was still alive and vital. . Buddhism, 

whose concept of reality sparked the search for a Confucian metaphysical 

system, was very popular. Two sects, T'ien-t'ai and Ch’an (Zen in

Japanese), were especially well received by Sung and Chin scholars.
/.However, these religious, or ethical, systems did not compete with each, 

other. Chinese scholars of this period, regardless of their avowal for
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Confucianism, were highly eclectic, and found each way of thought com

patible with the other.

Nowhere was this eclecticism more apparent than in the litera

ture of the Northern Sung and Chin. The Sung poets were engaged in a 

search for expanded topical material, more concrete imagery, and verse 

worthy of this deep and subtle thought.30 They were epitomized by the 

two leading poets of the Sung, Su Tung-p'o' (1037-1101) and Huang T'ing- 

chien (1045-1105). Both poets incorporated elements of each of the 

three ways of thought into their verse. Later during the Chin, there 

was a conscious imitation of these two poets. As the years progressed, 

this school divided into the Su faction and the Huang faction, both 

espousing what each considered to be the proper poetic theory. The

major differences at this time were the arguments over what was the most

important genre, poetry or prose. The followers of Su advocated exacti

tude in expression in poetry and a carefully polished diction. They 

thought of prose as the minor vehicle, and thought that it should be 

written coarsely, with little attention to prosody. The Huang school 

espoused exactly the opposite philosophy. The leading scholar-poets of 

both schools were the vanguards of Chin literature. The two most impor

tant literary personages of early Chin, Chao Chien-wen (1159-1232) and 

Li Ch'un-fu (1185-1231) were aligned opposite each other in this respect, 

Chao espousing Su’s cause, and Li advocating Huang.31

• 30. Yoshikawa Kojiro, An Introduction to Sung Poetry, tfans.
Burton Watson (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1967), pp. 1-47.

31. Kuo Shao-yu, Chung-kud wen-hsueh p ’i-p T ing-shih (Peiching: 
Chung-hua, 1964), pp. 240-248.
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Other schools of poetry were prevalent.during this period and 

there were many advocates of Li Shang-yin . (812?-858), the mystical late 

T'ang poet-. Later poets, especially in the early and middle thirteenth 

century, managed to transcend the literary-historical limitation of 

"schools" and produce poetry that was. a synthesis of the elements of 

these various poetic factions. Superior poets, like Yuan Hao-wen (1190- 

1257) and Lei Hsi-yen (1186-1231), in addition to synthesizing elements 

of contending schools, also developed their own individual and singular 

styles as they reacted to the stimuli of the Mongol invasions, and the 

decline and fall of the dynasty.

The most important fact to arise out of these phenomena is that 

the literature of the Chin did not vary greatly from that of ethnic 

Chinese dynasties, especially from that of the Sung. Chin literature 

was overlooked for years by traditional Chinese literary historians who 

did not want to acknowledge that poetry written under "barbarian" rule 

could compete with the Chinese home product. . It was not until recently 

that these non-native dynasties have been given their due as contribu

tors to the grand development of Chinese culture..

The period of the greatest flourishing of Chin culture, the 

reign of Chang-tsung, marked the high point of the Chin dynasty.

Although they did not suffer the imperial decay that marked the decline 

of most dynasties, bandit revolts and external pressures placed an . 

unbearable strain upon the Chin government, and the dynasty finally 

collapsed under its own weight. While Mongols were uniting and testing 

their military strength in the Upper Gobi region, the imperial forces of



Chin were constantly fighting bandits in Shantung. Finally, forced to 

fight a war on two fronts, starved by famine,.and weakened by pesti

lence from within, the Chin dynasty collapsed and. fell to the Mongols.



CHAPTER 3 

THE LIFE OF YUAN HAO-WEN

Yuan Hao-wen was born in Chih-chou, near modern T 1ai-yuan, on 

the southern reaches of the nomadic steppes. He was named Yuan Yu-chih, 

and.later took the sobriquet of Yuan I-shan— Yuan of Mount I. The name 

Hao-wen is actually a posthumous one, given to him upon his death."*" His 

family was,of nomadic stock, claiming descent from the imperial house of 

the barbarian Northern Wei dynasty (386-532), but by the twelfth century 

had long been sinicized. During the Five Dynasties period. (906-960) his 

family moved to P'ing-ting (modern Honan) from Ju-chou (Honan), and 

during the latter part of the Northern Sung ■.(960-1125) moved to Ch’ih-
Ochou in Shansi. .

1. Unless otherwise noted, the material for Yuan's biography 
was extracted from the following sources: . Weng Fang-kang, "Yuan I-shan 
hsien-sheng nien-p'u," Ao-ya-t1ang ts'ung-shu (Taipei: Chung-hua, n.d.),
pp. 6813-6852; Shih Kuo-ch'i, "Yuan I-shan hsien-sheng nien-p'u," Hsin- 
hsiao Yuan I-shan shih-chi ch'ien-chu (Taipei: Shih-chieh, 1967), pp.
35-64; Oguri Eichi, Gen Komon, Chugoku Shijin Senshu, ed. Ogawa Kanju 
and Yoshikawa Kojiro (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1963), pp. 6-25, 167-175;
and Suzuki Shioji, Gen Komon, Kanshi Tai-kei (Tokyo: Shu Eisha, 1965),
pp. 18-32, 321-341. Hereafter, the Hs.in-hsiao Yuan I-shan shih-chi 
ch'ien-chu will be abbreviated HYSC.

2. HYSC, (13 :623). When using books which utilize the tradi
tional Chinese chuan and page numbers, the following procedures will be 
used: The first number within the parenthesis is the chuan number, the -
second will be either the traditional Chinese page number, or the 
Western page number if the text is a modern reproduction. In cases of 
Chinese page numbers, the number will be followed by either an a or b. 
This tells which leaf of the page the text is on, i.e., (I3:la/lb) 
would be chuan 13, page 1, side a and.side b.

22
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The most eminent ancestor in Yuan's family was. the T'ang dynasty 

poet'Yuan Chieh (719-772)5 a close friend and companion of Tu Fu (712- 

770). Yuan Chieh was an accomplished writer-poet-official who held 

several high provincial and capital posts in the T'ang government. 

Hao-wen's grandfather also held office under the Northern Sung. However,
-T! . . . .

Yuan'.s biography in The Chin History indicates that his father, Yuan

Te-ming, failed his examinations and^ although highly educated, chose to

remain home and wander about the countryside sightseeing, drinking, and

■composing mediocre verse rather than attempt the examinations again.^

A paternal uncle, Yuan Ko, had no male descendants and, in keeping with

the Chinese custom, adopted Hao-wen at the age of seven months.^ His

foster father was a prominent official in the Chin bureaucracy, and he

held many district positions. Hao-wen followed him about north and

northeast China as Ko moved from post to post. Most of his travels were

in the Hopei and Shantung regions, and the lush countryside must have '

posed a startling contrast to the barren steppes of. Yuan's native
. • '

village.

As he travelled about China, Hao-wen studied under various . 

teachers. He developed his reading and writing skills at an early age 

and was considered a child prodigy. He stated himself in his- "Nan-kuan 

lu-yin," or "Preface to the Records of the Prisoner," that "I started

3. Chin-shih, (I2 6:12a/l2b). Hereafter this work will be cited
as CS.

4. Yuan Hao-wen, I-shan wen-chi, Ssu-pu ts'ung-k'an (Taipei: 
Shang-wu, 1965), (37:8a/9b). Hereafter, all references to father or 
mother will mean foster parents. The I-shan wen-chi will be abbreviated 
ISWC. .
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reading when I was four, and I learned how. to write poetry when I.was
■ ' • - - .

e i g h t . T h e s e statements seem extraordinary to the Western reader, but 

they are normal and consistent with traditional methods of education. • 

Long hours of memorization and recitation from an early age and the fact 

that most young males of affluent families had no other obligations 

except to study the classical canons, bring these claims to a more 

realistic light. ?

• When he was fourteen, he became the disciple of Ho T ’ien-t’xng 

of Ling-ch’uan (Shansi). Ho was a teacher in the provincial school at 

Ling-ch’uan .and, according to Hao-wen, he was "familiar with propriety, 

virtuous and straight in character.Ho was discouraged with the 

contemporary men of letters and complained that they only studied the 

classics to have a "saleable item, and although they memorized frag

ments of the Six Classics and the Hundred Schools philosophers, they did 

not really understand the heart of the c a n o n . To him, studying was 

not something "to become an official by, or something to gain profit 

by," but was a vehicle for learning about the essence of human relation

ships .8

Yuan studied under Ho for six years in preparation for the 

official examinations. During this time he received a thorough training

5. Ibid. ■ '

6. Yuan Hao-wen, ed., Chung-chou-chi (Peiching: Chung-hua, 
1962), p. 64.

7. Suzuki, p. 19.

. 8. Ibid.
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in the classics and the Hundred Schools' philosophers. However, Ho 

taught him only the humanistic aspects of the canon, and he de-empha- 

sized those aspects which were a necessary preparation for an official 

career. Ho also instilled a feeling of skepticism toward human phenorm-
II Qena that Yuan carried for the rest of his life.

The years between sixteen and nineteen were busy ones for Hao- 

wen. . He journeyed to T ’ai-yuan when he was sixteen to sit for the 

;regional examinations. - He returned home, a successful candidate at 

seventeen, and married a woman of the Ghang.family.10 At eighteen he” 

began studying the "art of governing people" from his father, and his 

studies continued until the old man died when Yuan was twenty-one.^

Yuan journeyed to his father’s death bed in Lung-ch'eng, Kansu, and 

escorted the coffin home to Gh'ih-chou for burial. In keeping with 

traditional observances he remained in mourning for three years.

Three years later, in 1214, as Yuan emerged from his mourning, 

the Mongols launched a large-scale invasion of Chin with an army led by 

Chinggis Khan. The Mongol leader made a-feint at the northern Chin 

capital of Yen-ching from the north, then swept into the fruitful plain 

of Shensi,, passing unchallenged through the great wall 120 miles west of

9. Suzuki, p. 23.

10. His wife had the same surname as his foster mother, but 
there is no evidence to suggest that she came from the same immediate 
family. _

11. ISWC, (37:8a/9b).. ' '
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Yen. ^  When the Chin generals received the news that Chinggis had 

invaded Shensi, they sent an army to protect the passes between there 

and the capital. The Mongol cavalry surprised and completely routed the 

slow-moving land force. Chinggis, hearing that the main defensive force 

of the Chin had been defeated, withdrew his siege of Ta-t’ung, the 

western capital of Chin, and hastened toward Yen-ching.13

He was unprepared for the sight that faced him when he arrived 

at the huge metropolis. He camped outside the massive walls for several 

days, then decided to withdraw for the season and return the following 

year. When Chinggis’ forces left, Hsuan-tsung, the reigning emperor, 

hurriedly moved the seat of. government to the southern capital of Pien- 

liang. He left Wan-yen Shou-chung in charge of the Yen-ching defenses. 

He, also afraid of the oncoming Mongol assault, soon fled the northern 

capital leaving Wan-yen Fu-hsing, another royal prince, in c o m m a n d . 14

The retiring Mongol legions heard about the evacuation of the 

imperial family and civil bureaucracy and made a forced march back to 

the city. Chinggis laid siege to the city, but his techniques were not 

at,the sophisticated level that was to characterize his later campaigns 

into sedentary and civilized countries, and the Chin armies managed to

12. 'Michael Prawdin, The Mongol Empire: It's Rise and Legacy,
trans. Edan and Cedar Paul (London: Allen and Unwin, 1940), pp. 118-
120.

13. Ibid.

14. H. Desmond Martin, The Rise of Chinggis Khan and His
Conquest of North China (Baltimore: John Hopkins Press, 1950), pp. 175-
_ _
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put up a successful resistance for several months. Wan-yen Fu-hsing 

held out until.cannibalism appeared in the city, then summoned his 

generals' to council. He proposed, that all remaining able-bodied men 

inside the city throw open the gates and die honorably in a final sally 

against the enemy.. His ministers declined to accompany him in this 

desperation attempt, and he retired to his rooms where he wrote a letter 

to Hsuan-tsung accusing the commanding general of treason, and committed

suicide. -I ̂

When the city finally surrendered, Chinggis leveled all of the 

buildings and killed most of the inhabitants. He burnt the imperial 

palace and all of the public buildings. The fire eventually spread to 

the rest of the city and continued burning for three months. Simulta

neously, armies commanded by Juchi,. Hebei,, and Ogotai penetrated Shensi 

and other provinces, east of the Yellow River and, in the process, 

overran Ch'ih-chou. More than one hundred thousand people were killed 

in this thrust, including Yuan's elder brother Yuan Hao-ku (Yuan Ming- 

chih).

Hao-wen escaped the calamities of the attack in .the mountains 

between Ch'ih-chou and Yang-ch'u (Shensi). While he was hiding he wrote 

a poem that revealed his alarm about the state of the country. It is 

entitled "Written on a Stone Shrine" and is annotated, "Written while 

escaping soldiers in Sheep Valley, in"the mountains north of Yang-ch'u."

15• Ibid., p. 178.
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Deep, in the void, fearing capture 
in the net of suspicion, 
the frightened hare cannot forget 
the safety of the deep forest. .

Surely affairs of this world 
spur a person to great strength,

■ when thoughts of the emperor trouble me, 
how can I lose heart?!^

The last line of the poem is a reference to a passage from the 

Mengtzu (or the Mencius), "When heaven has a great undertaking to depute 

it must first belabor his heart and spirit, -weary his muscle and fibers, 

starve his body, impoverish his soul and then thwart his actions. That 

whereby you make the heart agitated and the temperment firm is by 

increasing that of which the man is incapable."12 Yuan was not an 

official at this time, but he knew that he would someday be called upon 

to act in this capacity. Although he was now fleeing the pursuing 

Mongols like a "frightened hare," he viewed his difficulties as a prepa

ration for a time when he could aid his emperor.

When the Mongols withdrew, Yuan, who had passed his chu-jen 

tests by this time, travelled to Pien-liang to prepare for his chin-shih 

examinations. During the preparation period, he travelled about the 

countryside with two or three other poets, the most notable of whom were

16. (14:7a) (14:643). Notations hereafter for the poetry are
as follows: The first parenthesis is for ISWC, and the second is for
the HYSC. The ISWC is a photoreprint of the Ssu-pu ts1ung-kTan text, 
and the HYSC is a photoreprint of the Ssu-pu pei-yao text. Both editions 
have been consulted for possible textual variations. See footnote two 
for meanings of internal numbers. -

17. Chu Hsi, ed. and annotator, Meng-tzu,■ Ssu-shu chi-chu (Hong 
Kong: Wu-kuei-t'ang, n.d.), (6:23).
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. Li Hsien-neng (ll92?-1232) and Lei'Hsi-yen (1186-1231). . However, his 

labors' were insufficient, and he failed his examinations.

Dejected, he returned home to Ch'ih-chou. After a short stay,

he was forced once again to evacuate because the Mongols began a new

attack on Shansi. He took his mother and his family to safety in San-

hslang, Honan. He was depressed and disillusioned during the year that

he.spent in San-hsiang. He wrote several poems during this troubled

period, all expressing his feelings about his own failures and the

condition of the country. One of them was entitled simply, "Failure":

I am a failure, sick ' 
burdened with a hundred 
sorrows of my country.
Night sounds of rain A . '
surround my lonely house,
my old'garden back home comes
alive in the autumn color of grasses.

They march to war, tired,
■ fearing for their lives, 
and when they come home, 
ravenblack has turned to snow.
North, south, the country 
split asunder, sorrow 
has claimed my last breath.

Yuan did not have time to meditate on his troubles. The Mongols 

overran T’ung-kuan Pass on the Shensi-Honan border, and he retired in 

front of their advance once again, this time to the Nu-chi-Mountains 

outside of San-hsiang.

18. (7:6a) (7:322/323).

19. . ISWC, (39:21b/23a).
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After this assault,, Mongol .expansion temporarily shifted west

ward and a general feeling of peace swept over the country. Hao-wen 

remained in Honan, studying, farming and writing. He lived quietly as a 

small landowner over the next three years, again travelling throughout 

Central and East China with his two friends. Lei and Li. Deprived of 

official duties by his failure in the examinations, he turned to litera

ture to occupy his time. He wrote his famous cycle, "On Poetry" (dis

cussed in Chapter 5), as well as many miscellaneous poems. Most of them 

deal with the themes of nostalgia and homesickness. One of them, "Cold 

Feast in the Mountains," was written in 1219, while he was in Teng-feng. 

Cold.Feast was a holiday that commemorated the death of a late-Chou 

statesman who was exiled by Duke Wen. When exiled, the minister retired 

to a heavily-forested mountain. The duke wanted to see him once more, 

and pleaded with the man to come down from his mountain retreat. When 

the statesman refused, the duke ordered his retainers to light a fire 

and drive him off of the mountain, but the man still refused to come 

down, and was burned to death. The duke then ordered his subjects to 

commemorate that day annually by not lighting fires and eating cold 

food.20 Cold Feast fell three days before ch'ing-ming, or "bright and 

clear," a solar holiday for ancestor, worship. It roughly corresponds in 

time with the Easter period of the Christian world.

  20. Witter Bynner and Kiang Kang-hu, ed. and trans., The Jade
Mountain (New York: Doubleday, 19 64), p. 181.



Here and there a little-rain
dampens the morning mist,
tree tops, rising above the level forest
shimmer in the clear creek.
It’s Clear and Bright; Cold Feast 

■ . has been going on for three days,
I have passed another year
under Sung mountain, along Ying stream.

Good times disappear like spring
flowers— a little at a time, 
and I know the yearning for home 
long before summer geese.
I like to climb and gaze around ■'■
better than anything,
but of all the emotion it brings me
I only feel the sense of sorrow.

■ Sung Mountain is one of China's five sacred mountains. Ying 

Stream is a river near Teng-feng. The poet feels sorrow at the passing 

spring, another year spent away from his homeland. ' He feels that it

will soon be too hot to do the only things that can keep his mind off

thoughts of home, hiking and sightseeing.

His mind was occupied with other matters, too. He sat again 

for his chin-shih degree early in 1221, at the age of thirty-two. The 

proctor of the examination was Chao Chien-wen, famous throughout the 

country for his scholastic and literary achievements. Yuan was success

ful in his examinations this time, but was still not selected to receive 

official position.

He retired once again to Teng-feng and resumed the life of 

leisure and travel that had characterized the past five years. In 1223, 

he erected a villa near K'un-yang in Honan, a place where his grandfather

21. (8:4a/4b) (8:357/358).
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had owned a large estate during the Sung period. The following year,

in 1224, he sat for and passed, his Examination for Official Position and

received the simultaneous appointments of ju-liiv-lang, or Confucian

Attendant, and kuo-shih-yuan.pien-hsiu, Emender in the National Academy

. of History, both titles of the seventh rank. 2̂

He worked at his task for six months then, disgusted with life

as an official, he left the capital and returned to Teng-feng.. After

receiving an affirmative reply to his request for an extended leave of

absence, he wrote a seven-syllable regulated verse called "Departing the

Capital." The poem is an emphatic denouncement of urban and official

. life. It is evident from the poem that Yuan had responded to Ho T'ien-

• thing's skepticism of human nature and had learned to love the quiet of

provincial life amid the company of one or two friends.

Official life is something 
that I cannot bear. Today,
I am happy: I have received
my leave request.
I spur my horse
out of the. capital gates,
through the confusion
of white sun and green hills.
For half a life
I was a rootless flower,
floating and turning
like a cut stem in the wind.
Just yesterday the dispatch came 
and after six months 

.....  ... I am on the way home.

22. Suzuki, pp. 138-140.
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Life in the city
is bitter and cramped. •
Every day the crowd mills about
croaking like frogs and toads.
Embarrassed and bashful
the old man on the mountain • .
lives peacefully in a jungle of reeds.
Fleeing the stain of dust and mud,
I saw the clear waters of the Ying in my dreams.
1 raise my head
where the lonely cloud floats.
How long is the southwest r o a d ? 2 3

Line thirteen, "Fleeing the stain of dust and mud," could possi

bly refer to slander that Hao-wen received from other officials in the 

Academy. However, it probably is a metaphor for the mundane world. The . 

general theme of the poem indicates the conflicting feelings Yuan had 

about official service and Confucian eremitlsm. To a Chinese of this 

period, especially a scholar, the concept of eremitism differed greatly 

from the connotation of the Western term. Confucianism stresses that a 

man’s moral duty was to fulfil his role on earth. The role of an edu

cated man was to serve his sovereign and his people in an official 

capacity, that is, as a leader. 'For a scholar to withdraw from his 

official post, or to refuse to accept a post, constituted a violation of 

Confucian ethics and a withdrawal from his proper role in society. Thus, 

by his withdrawal or refusal, he is removed from his proper role in the 

world, and hence becomes a Confucian eremite. He might continue to

23. (l:7b/8a) (1:78). For a discussion of the types of Chinese
poetry, see the beginning of Chapter 6.
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associate with the social and literary world, but only.in the capacity
of.a private citizen.24

At any rate, the optimism that Yuan manifested about his coming 

days was short-lived, and he was called back into service as a district 

magistrate for Chen-p'ing after a short leave of six months. He served 

there for a brief period, then was transferred to Nei-hsiang, in the 

Same general area.

Life in the provinces was certainly preferable to that in the 

capital, and he enthusiastically involved himself in the lives of the 

peasants and farmers. The area of the Chin had shrunk to less than half 

of its original size by this time; but the empire was still forced to 

maintain a large army and support large military forces to resist the 

threat of renewed Mongol invasions. The burden of taxation fell as, 

usual on the peasants, and they were forced to the limit of their pro

ductive capabilities to maintain the Chin military forces. Natural 

disasters added to problems of the time. Floods had ravaged the interior 

of Chin,, and starvation: was rampant. Hao-wen was deeply touched by the 

plight of these peasants, and some of his poetry written during this 

period reveals his sympathy. Especially famous is his ’’Recording Events 

in the Nei-hsiang Yamen.”

24. Fredrick W. Mote, "Confucian Eremitism in the Yuan Period,” 
Confucianism and Chinese Civilization, ed. Arthur Wright (New. York: 
Atheneum, 1964), pp. 252-290,
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The clerics have gone home, 
it is midnight, and I sit 
alone in the yamen.

„ Sorrow drifts like smoke
of incense through my troubled heart.
Can anyone bear 
writing their name 
on the official register 
or pressing for taxes?
Who wants to send their, grain 
to the army?

Hungry rats surround my bed 
like they want.to talk, .

■ I cannot bear the sound ■
of crows crying at the moon.
My small boat has not yet ' ■ -
reached Ts'ang-lang stream. ■
I think of my ancestor, 
the old man of Ch'ung-lu . 
and a flush burns my face.^

As is apparent from this poem. Yuan felt that he was . emotionally, 

unsuited for official life. As a man of sensibility and feeling, he was 

incapable of pursuing those tasks which caused anguish and starvation 

among the peasants. He was also troubled by official surfeit and the 

life of pleasure that officials led. The image of the hungry rats not 

only indicates the difficulties of the times in which even rats were 

hungry, but also the greediness of bureaucrats who, like hungry rats, 

are always voracious. The crow was an omen of ill fortune. In many 

instances it was also symbolic of war, since crows were believed to have 

fed upon the intestines of men killed in battle. Here it is probably 

the standard allusion of ill omen. The crow is usually a diurnal 

■creature, and its unnatural action of crying at the moon indicates that 

things are out of harmony with nature, a foreboding of calamity.

25. (8:7a) (8:367). This poem will be discussed in Chapter 6.
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The old man of Ch'ung-lu was Yuan’s ancestor, Yuan Chieh. He 

served in Ch'ung-lu as an official during the middle T'ang period. 

Recalling the success of his ancestor, Hao-xven obviously felt embar

rassed that he could not summon the strength to fulfill his duties 

objectively, and as a servant of the government, not of the people.

The following year. Yuan voluntarily resigned his position 

because of his mother's death, and retired to White Deer Springs in 

Honan. He again devoted himself to his writing during the mandatory 

three-year observance, and this period was one of the more prolific of 

his literary career.

In 123.1 he was recalled as a district magistrate, and sent to 

Nan-yang, Honan. He remained there for a short term, then was summoned 

to the capital where he took up the position of Secretary of the Board 

of Personnel. Later he was appointed Left Minister of Capital Affairs. 

Both of these appointments of the seventh rank were relatively unimpor

tant . -

While he was in the capital, the most important events of his

life occurred. The country was already on the verge of collapse when he

reached Pien-liang to assume his duties. The Mongols had resumed their

southward expansion after conquering most of the territory between China
„and the Mediterranean. While Yuan was in Nan-yang, the invaders took 

Feng-hsiang, a strategic point in Shensi, after a three-month siege, and 

again massacred nearly the entire population. From Feng-hsiang, the 

Mongols swept onto the central plain, and surrounded Pien-liang in the
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in the spring of .1232.26 The Chin had erected large earthern walls

around the capital several years earlier, and they offered a stiff

resistance to the Mongol legions of Subotai.. Liu Ch'i (1203-1250) left

an eye-witness account of the attacks in the Kuei-ch1ien-chih (Records

of the Hermitage): ' '

The Mongols began a more intensive attack. Catapult missiles 
fell like rain. The men defending the capital put all caution 
aside and were neither hindered by rocks the size of half
pestles, nor rocks the size of half-mortars. In the middle of 
the city we erected a large catapult that fired aerial bombs to 
respond to the Mongols. The Northerners (Mongols) were hit by 
these, and a great fire started in which many of their people 
were burned to death. Large groups of our soldiers also struck 
out from secret doors in the base of the city walls to cause 
many injuries and deaths among the Mongols.2'

There: was a lull in the fighting during the summer, and the

siege was lifted. A plague had run rampant throughout the city during

the early summer months, and 900,000 people were taken outside the city

walls and buried. This number did not include those whose families were

too poor to afford burial.2®

In the autumn of 1232, the Mongols sent a group of emissaries on

a peace mission to the Chin emperor. The emperor greeted them very

unceremoniously, and in an angry mood the emissaries retired to their

quarters within the city. Some members of the so-called Plying Tiger

26. Liu Ch’i, Kuei-ch1ien-chih, Chih-pu-tsu-chai-ts'ung-shu 
(Taipei; I-wen, 1968), (11:2b). This account was written two years 
after the fall of the city. Hereafter it will be cited as KCC.

27.' KCC, (11:3b).

28. Suzuki, p. 25. This number is probably inflated.
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Army visited their quarters, began an argument with T'ang Ch'ing, the 

leader of the mission, and killed the entire group during the ensuing 

fight. The murder of the emissaries sealed the fate of the city. The

Mongols renewed their siege.

When the attacks resumed, the Chin capital had already been 

without logistical supply for over six months. The emperor,. Ai-tsung, 

confronted with a dwindling food supply, disseminated a memorial order

ing everyone, imperial family included, to preserve a three-month's 

supply of food and turn the rest over to the imperial granaries. Search 

parties were then organized to conib the capital for hidden food. Accord

ing to iiu Ch'i, people were "pierced with iron awls and beaten with

stone batons in order to extort information from them"29 Those caught

hiding food were dragged into the streets and beaten.

In January, 1233, the supplies in the city were gone, and the

emperor decided to lead an attack to the east, regroup his armies, and 

face the Mongols on the open battlefield. He departed the capital, 

heading north across the Yellow River.. He scored a victory at Wei, in 

Hopei, but then, upon the advice of several minister-generals, he aban

doned his armies and fled south to Kuei-te, in Honan.30 Deserted by

Ai-tsung, many faithful generals and a great number of troops were 

scattered and killed by the Mongols.

29. KCC, (11:5b).

30. KCC, (ll:6a/7'b).
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The capital that Ai-tsung left was a Dantesque landscape. Liu

Ch'i'vividly described the conditions that existed in the city at that

time: - -

The common people were out of supplies, and had nothing by which 
to maintain their lives. Rice had risen to two taels of silver 
per pint, and the poor often ate the corpses of humans. The 
dead were everywhere. • Officials loaded them up on carts and took 
them outside of the city every day, but in one evening,- they 
would be stripped clean of flesh and eaten. The daughters of 
rich gentry families all walked the streets begging, and there 
even occurred among the people those who ate their own children. 
Brocades and valuable artifacts were worthless in exchange for. 
rice. People went out by day, but feared returning at night for 
fear of being killed and eaten by the starving. Families that 
were very close in normal,days avoided each other now in their 
homes at dinner time. Oxen, stock horses,. and cavalry mounts 
were all eaten. Even trunks, saddles, and all hide saddle 
trappings that were possibly edible were boiled and eaten. The 
houses of the rich and the towers in the market places were 
stripped of wood for fuel. Wherever you looked in the city, 
there were only piles of tile and debris. The city would never 
again be beautiful.31

Finally, during the last part of January, a military leader of 

the southwest, Ts'ui Li (d. 1235) staged a coup, d’etat and usurped ■ 

imperial authority. The Kuei-ch’ien-chih also records this affair in 

detail:

It was terribly dark that morning, and suddenly it began to rain. 
Having nothing better, I had to avoid the rain in a common 
community. Suddenly I heard the sound of army mounts. The 
people from the market places fled, calling to each other that 
the Tartars had entered the city. I figured that it was too 
late to submit the petition, so I went home. On the way, I 
heard that it was not really the Mongols, but a revolt of the 
southwestern army, who had surrounded the imperial offices.
Ts’ui Li, a colonel of the southwest, had taken the authority 
of a Marshal. He had taken up arms in a revolt . . . . The 
Two Controllers of the city (left in charge by the emperor)

31, KCG, (ll:7a/7b).
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, were very scared when they saw what was. happening, and said, "If 
you have something to say, then can't, we talk about it?" Yao 

: (Ts'ui's partner) first killed Wan-yen Hsi-nir-a-pu then killed 
jian-yen Nu-shen . . . .

As soon as Ts’ui killed the Two Controllers, he gathered his 
soldiers together at the offices, and ordered them to proclaim 
to the people, "I have killed the Two Controllers, who only 
closed their doors, neglected the citizens, and allowed them to 
starve. I have killed them to save the people of this city."32

' Ts’ui then seated one of the Wei clan on the throne, and assumed . 

various resounding titles for himself. He-organized a provisional 

government, and appointed Yuan Hao-wen Outer Attendant of the Left and 

Right, appointment of the fifth rank. It was normal to commission an 

official to either the Left or the Right, but due to the shortage of 

officials, Hao-wen was awarded both titles.

Yuan's participation in Ts’ui's government had a great effect on 

his later biographies, and therefore upon his reputation. Because he 

served as an official to a usurper, he was accused of being a disloyal 

and unethical minister. ' This prejudiced many later historians, and it 

was not until some eminent scholars in the Ch'ing dynasty cleared his 

name that he came to be evaluated in the proper light. According to 

Confucian ethics, especially filial piety, one of the duties of a man 

was to see that his name was transmitted to later, generations in a 1 favor

able light. "Enduring reputation" was not so much for the fame of the 

individual as for the glorification of family and duty to ancestors.

32. KCG, (11:8b/9a).
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There were two sources from which criticism-of Yuan arose; Hsieh

Ying-ch'i's Sung-yuan T'ung-chien (Mirror of the Sung and Yuan dynas-
- . „ ■
ties), and Wang Jo-hsu's biography in the Chin-shih (Chin History). The

Sung-yuan T'ung-chien related the events of the revolt, and subsequent

appointment of Hao-wen:

At. first the people in Pien-liang heard daily reports of the 
emperor’s success in battle. They they heard that the army.had 

. been defeated, and they began to be very frightened.. At this 
, time, Subotai was intensifying his attacks daily. There wab no 
way in or out of the city. The emperor of the Chin sent Some 
emissaries to Pien-liang to escort the persons of the two . 
palaces out.of the capital (to Kuei-te). Everyone became daily 
more unsettled and Ts’ui Li, by nature wicked and crafty took 
advantage of the disquietude of the people and plotted a coup.
Yuan Hao-wen, then Left Minister of Capital Affairs, said to 
Hsieh-nien-a-pu, "It has already been more than twenty days 
since the emperor left the city, and.he sent emissaries to take 
the palace people away. It is said among the people that the 
city, should be,surrendered, what are you going to do?" Hsieh- 
nien-a-pu replied, "There is but one death for the two of us." 
Hao-wen then said, "It is not difficult to die. If you can 
really pacify the country, and save the lives of the citizens ■ 
of the city, then death is alright. But is it the one death to 
throw your body to the Red Bannered Army (Mongols) without 
accomplishing this?" .Hsieh-nien-a-pu did not answer. At this 
time the two palace clans had already left, they got only as 
far as Ch’en-liu when they spotted fires in two or three places.
They were afraid that the fires were the locations of soldiers, 
and they returned to the capital. The next day, Ts’ui Li drew 
his sword, pointed it at Wan-yen Nu-shen and Wan-yen Hsieh-
ni en-a-pu, saying, "With the city at the zenith of danger, why
did you two just sit by and observe it? The Two Controllers 
replied, "It would be better to discuss the matter." Then 
Ts’ui motioned for his band to first kill Hsi-nien-a-pu and then 
kill Nu-shen. . . . then he proclaimed to the citizens, "I have 
killed the two ministers because they only closed their doors,
and had no plans. I have killed them to save you, the inhabi
tants . . . . "  He then took his troops and went into the palace.
He gathered together the officials, and discussed who they would, 
enthrone. Li said, "King Wei-shao's son, Ts'ung Wu, and his 
sister are still in the Mongol camp. We can enthrone him."
. . . Li then made himself Grand Instructor, Capital Marshal,
Grand Secretary, and King Cheng. He made his younger brother I 

• ■ a First Secretary, and his other brother . . . Chief Inspector
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of the capital. His digue were all installed as officials.
Yuan Hao-wen was also made Outer Attendant of the Left and the 
Right. Then he surrendered to Subotai . . . .  33

Wang Jo-hsu's biography related the events of the erection of a

memorial to Ts’ui:

In the first year of T 'ien-hsing (1232) / Ai-tsung went to Kuei-te. 
In the spring of the next year, Ts'ui Li rebelled. A group of 
small men played the sycophant and asked that a memorial of 
virtue and merit be erected for Ts’ui. Ohai I, by order of the 

. Grand Secretary (Ts’ui Li), summoned Wang Jo-hsu to write the . 
text. At that time I’s clique held power and was pompous about 
Showing it off. There were some people who remained obstinate, 
however, they were forced to either erect the monument, or be 
slaughtered. Jo-hsu decided he must die, and privately wrote 
to Outer. Attendant of the"Left and the Right, Yuan.Hao-wen, 
saying, "They have ordered me to write the memorial inscription; 
if I refuse, I then must die. If I accept, then my name and 
reputation will be dragged through the dirt. I think that death 
is best. But I have no other recourse than to try and persuade 
them by reason. ’’ He then told I’s clique, "In making the 
inscription for the minister, what affair shall I point out as 
being virtuous?" They angrily replied,. "The minister surrendered 
the city and saved a million inhabitants. Is that not virtue?"
Wang then said, "In making the inscription for Ts’ui instead of 
King Liang, then isn’t the memorial also to Ts’ui instead of the 
King? Because a minister surrendered the city, some lower 
officials of the city have praised their master’s virtue.. Is 
this believable in later generations?" I’s clique could not 
quarrel. They summoned Liu Ch’i and Ma Ko, the imperial students, 
to their offices, where Yuan Hao-wen and Chang Hsin-chih told 
them about the memorial. They said, "The council chose you, and • 
the choice has been relayed to King Cheng— you two cannot decline. 
Liu and the other emphatically declined, and departed. But, 
after several days of unceasing pressure, Ch’i wrote the rough 
•draft, and submitted it to Yuan Hao-wen. Yuan was not satisfied, 
and did it over himself. When it was finished, he showed it to 

, Jo-hsu. Together they edited out some of the words, and it was .
nothing more than a minimal account of what had occurred. Later,

. . the Mongols entered the city, and the memorial was never erected.34

33. Weng, p. 6823.

34. . CS, (126:15a).
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This account tics Hao-wen directly to I's clique and, hence,

indirectly with Ts'ui. Connection occurs in the lines, "I's clique

could not quarrel. They summoned Liu Ch'i . . . to the offices, where

Yuan Hao-wen . . . told them about the memorial . . . ." This portion

of the text has usually been cited as evidence of Hao-wen’s association

with Ts'ui. Close examination of the text as this particular point

reveals, however, that the information is drawn from two conflicting

sources, Yuan Hao-wen's memorial inscription for Wang Jo-hsu,35 and Liu

Ch'i's Kuei-ch1ien-chih. Everything prior to the line "I's clique could

not quarrel" is drawn from Yuan, and all that follows is taken from Liu.

Of course, the ellipsis occurs at the most crucial passage. Liu had

devoted almost an entire chuan to the events surrounding the erection of

Ts'ui's memorial, and his text, "Recording the Affairs, of Ts'ui Li's

Memorial," is a fine exercise in rationalization. The following passage

is excerpted from the original text:

Again thinking: of my life and writing . . . (fr. he was offered 
the job of writing the memorial). I refused and left. After 
several days I was again coerced. I knew that I could not 
refuse.and consented to write a rough draft, which I gave to 
Ku-chih (Yuan Hao-wen). After one or two days, a minor official 
came to summon me, saying, "Some officials want you." I could 
not do anything but comply. On the way, I met Yuan Yu-chih, who 
was riding a horse, searching for me. I followed behind him,' 
and he also took Ma Ko along with us. At first he did not 
mention the memorial, he only said that he was summoning the 
imperial students for a feast and to drink. But I secretly 
fathomed his intent. We went in then, and were led into the 
private office of the High Minister of the.First Rank, Liu 

• Lien-fu, who raised, up his cup and feted the two of us, saying,
.. . ."We are .going to trouble you with the memorial for the King..

35. ISWC, (34:17a).
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If you accomplish it, it will be extremely good." Ma Ko and I 
both refused, saying, "We don't dare." Then Liu Lien-fu left.•
We saw Wang Chang (Wang Jo-hsu) and feted each other with 
several rounds of liquor. There were several more rounds of 
wine,, until the sun was setting. We were saying goodbye when 
Yuan Yu-chih said,. "The gates of the offices are already locked, 
you .can stay here tonight.," There was nothing that we could do, 
so we drank some more by candlelight.. Then Yuan Yu-chih brought . 
up the memorial, saying, "The memorial inscription for King- 
Cheng could be finished tonight." . I said, "You are here, you do 
it." Wang then told me, "King Cheng already knows that the council 
picked you imperial students to do it. If you are going to be 
obstinate and let the king know that you were unwilling to do it, 
then you are not allowing for the fact that he surrendered the 
city. Just remember, all the officials endured calamity . . . 
you have a grandmother and mother now living in the capital.
If you arouse his anger, then the calamity will.reach to your 
relatives. Is that smart? You think about it."

I said, "I will write the rough draft, if you don't like it, 
then have someone else do it." They were not satisfied, and 
kept pressuring, me. I knew that there was nothing else to do, 
so I said, "I simply do not know the style of the officials; 
this evening let us talk about it together, and if you want to : 
avoid getting your name mixed up in it, write some name or the 
other at the .end of the drafts. " Yu-chih then took out -some 
paper, and set his pen to writing a rough account of the affair, 
Wang Chang said, "What does it matter if Yu-chih writes it for 
you (tr. under his name), it is alright if you do not^ut it 
into your collection." I said, "It is alright that Yu-chih is 
writing it, why bring that up again?" Then the memorial was 
finished, and it was shown to me and Wang Chang. Ma Ko wanted 
to make some changes, and Wang edited out several words. Thus 
the words for the inscription were written by myself, Yuan 
Yu-chih, Wang Chang^ and Chang Hsin-chih. However, the preface 
was entirely Yuan Yu-chih's work. He limited his words to.a 
minimal account of the actual events, and there were no words of 
praise for Ts'ui Li.

By that time it was the fourth drum (about 3:00 a.m.),. and Yuan 
summoned Ts'ao I-fu to write the inscription (tr. for calli
graphy's sake). Then Yu-chih burnt his draft in the candle 
flame, I left just as it was getting light outside. After 
several days, Li had a council. The head officials submitted 
the memorial for presentation. Then I and Ma Ko were summoned 
to Li to receive official titles . . . .  Later I heard-that they 
'could not find a stone big enough, and took down a tablet that had 
been placed at -the imperial offices by Hui-tsung of the Sung, 
sanded it down, and had an engraver, Chang Chun-yuan, finish the 
inscription. But the Mongols entered the city, looting and '
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.plundering,;, and. I ran away, in terror., I don't know if it was 
ever erected or not. •

.Alas.' .The officials were all afraid of Li's calamity, but did
not dare do the inscription. Moreover, in order not to defame . 
their names, they sold out some.civilians (tr. Liu Ch'i was a 
"civilian"). Unfortunately my crowd had no reputation, and were 
the.objects of their coercion. I would have denied it with my 

. life, and have implicated the officials in it, but they would 
have been angry and told Ts'ui. Then the calamity would have 
been immeasurable, and how could my mother and grandmother have 
lived? ..... Moreover, to look lightly upon my death, and the 
grief that it would have caused my grandmother and mother would 
have been highly unfilial. At any rate I did not take any
official office . . . . The memorial was not all my work, but
if anyone wants to implicate my name in it, how can I avoid it?
Now all the men in the empire know the actions of Yuan Yu-chih, 
but there are still the verses of Ts'ao Tung-fu and Yang Shu- 
neng that do not take my side in the argument. So, I have 
written the facts in detail from beginning to end, to record the 
experiences of my youth. Retired here in the mountains, think
ing calmly about it now, it is certainly worth a l a u g h .  ^

This passage by Liu appears to be biased. Most writers on the

subject have taken their information from Wang Jo-hsu's biography, and .

have not delved further into the sources of that biography.During

the Ch'ing period, two scholars, Weng Fang-kang (1733-1818) and Ling

T'ing-k'an (1757-1809) attempted to vindicate Yuan's name by showing,

through internal evidence in Hao-wen's work, that he was coerced by

threats of death into this action. ■

Hao-wen wrote two works in which he voiced his appeal against

incrimination. One of them was a seven-syllable poem, in the regulated

verse style, called "Autumn Night." Translated into prose form, the

poem.says:

36. KCC, (12:la/5b).

37. Wu Yao-jen, "Yuan I-shan hsuan Ts'ui Li pei i-an," Ta-lu 
tsa-chih 30 (1963): 5.



■ I salvaged a single life from nine deaths, and I am still alive 
and "breathing, lonely, living in an overgrown village. The 
spring thunder growls needlessly and frightens the autumn cocoon; 
will the bright" sun ever shine in this overturned basin? The 
waters of the River Ch'i even have a feeling, filled with the 
tears of parting, and the clouds of Wu, like an endless dream, 
force thoughts of home upon me. Is there anyone who I can drink 
with and pour out my thoughts on national and personal affairs 
of a lifetime?3^

All.of the allusions in the poem point to the period when Hao- 

.wen was forced to leave Pien-ching. The clouds of Wu recall the southern 

portion of China, where the River Ch'i is located. The allusion to the 

"overturned basin" is especially important, since it is a standard 

allusion to injustice and slander. The Ch'ing commentators took this 

literary figure to refer to the Ts'ui Li affair.

In another selection, Wai-chia-pieh-yen sheng-liang-wen, Had-wen 

again protested his innocence:

. . . .  when the army rebelled, a group of small people turned
their backs on merit, and plundered the enduring name of the 
imperial students, ordering them to write the rebellious affairs 
of Ts’ui Li. The order came from the severe authority of the 
traitor . . . . Who received any reward for this? In impli
cating my name, I received slander from several p e r s o n s .39

Yuan footnoted this selection saying that during the fall of the 

city he sent a letter to Yeh-lu Ch'u-ts’ai (1190-1254) requesting safe

keeping for forty-nine Chin literati, the "keepers of Chin culture." He 

asked that a temple be set aside for them to live in. He indicated in 

his footnote that he was slandered at this time by two or three persons 

that he had included in his list of literati. The footnote, and the

38. (8:17a) (8:395/396).

39. ISWC, (40:2a/5a).
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excerpted, passage above point directly, at Liu who, according to his own 

words, had been rewarded for his part in the memorial.

Additionally, there are two other indications' that Yuan was 

neither favored by Ts'ui nor intimately acquainted with him. The first 

is an appendage to a poem, "Putting a Colophone on Li'Chung-hua1s Paint

ing of Swirling Waters and Tall Trees," that reads, "During the revolt 

of the first month of Teng-chi (Ts'ui's revolt), there were those in the 

rebel group who wanted to kill me. But I relied on the strength of 

Chung-hua for safety. Therefore, I am attaching this to the end of the 

vers e,. .

Also, it must be remembered that when the city fell all of the 

ministers, except Ts'ui’s loyal group,. were sent in forced migration to 

the north country. Yuan (and Liu) went to Shantung. Also, Yuan never 

served under the Mongols, remaining loyal to the fallen Chin. Liu Ch'i,
TTon the other hand, became a provincial official under the Yuan dynasty, 

holding a minor post as an examiner and also holding a minor post in the 

capital bureaucracy.

In light of these facts, as well as Yuan’s own testimony, it is 

difficult to conceive that he was implicated in Ts'ui's government to 

the.extent that Liu would.have one believe. On the other hand, he was 

not entirely free from implication even though he was forced by threats 

of death.. He. at least was not a willing participant.

40. (13:18b) (13:627/628).
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When the Mongols finally did enter the city, all artisans, 

doctors, and men of the three ways of thought (Taoism, Buddhism and 

Confucianism), were sent to Ch'ing-ch’eng while the Tartars looted the 

city. Later they were allowed to return to the capital for a period of 

one month, then they were sent as prisoners to areas already under firm' 

Mongol control. Yuan Hao-wen went to Liao-ch* eng in Shantung. He was 

under arrest there for about two and a half years. During his stay, he 

became acquainted with Chao T'ien-ssu and Yen-Shih; both semi-independent 

feudal barons who exercised civil control for the Mongols over the seden

tary Chinese. These men had filled a power vacuum left when the Chin 

government evacuated the north and the Mongols shifted their expansion 

westward.

Hao-wen profited by his acquaintance with these men and probably 

received financial support from them during his internment. Under their 

protection and patronage, he wrote extensively, devoting himself to 

chronicling the historical and cultural legacies of Chin.

He was released in 1235 when he was forty-six, and lived the 

next three years in Kuan-shih in Shantung. He travelled to Confucius' 

temple and roamed widely over Hopei and Shantung. When he was fifty, he 

retired to Ch’ih-chou and built his famous "Wilderness Pavillion of 

History" under Studying Mountain, a mountain favored by his father when 

he desired a place of beauty for study and composition. Using Ch'ih- 

chou as a home base, he roamed about most of North China. He went to 

Yen-ching at the request of Yeh-lu Ch'u-ts’ai's son, Yeh-lu Shou, to 

write a memorial for Shou's grandfather, Yeh-lu Fu. Later, at the age
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of sixty-three, he travelled with Chang Te-huri (1195-1272) to K'ai-p'ing

in Mongolia where they had an audience with Kublai Khan, who later.
. ■ „ became the emperor of China. Kublai seems to have awarded Yuan and

Chang the titles of the "Venerated Confucian Teacher."^1 This was a

title indicative of Yuan’s status as a scholar, and not a title which

carried any official rank.

During the twenty-six years following the collapse of the dynasty,

he never again served as an official. He travelled extensively, tutored

students, and wrote many works■of prose and poetry. He lived a quiet

and Unasstiming life until the autumn of 1257 when he died quietly,

gathered to his ancestors at the'age of sixty-eight, twenty-six days

before the Mongols began their final campaign against Southern Sung.

Yuan was married twice and sired a large family. The first wife

was of the Chang clan and the second of the Mao clan. It is not known

when he married the second time, although it is believed that he was

then about forty-five.

His first child was a girl named Yuan Chen, or Yuan Shu-jung.

She married Ch’eng Tuan-fu, a chin-shih scholar. His next child was

also a girl, Yuan Yen, or Yuan Shu-chang. Her exact birthdate is not

known, although she was about forty when Hao-wen died. She became a

Taoist nun; living in retirement and calling herself the "True Eremit-

ress of Yu-hsi." Another girl, born when he was thirty, was called Yuan

Hsun. She died in adolescence, at the age of fourteen. His fourth

41. Suzuki, pp. 307-308.
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child was also a girl. She was named Yuan Chu, and married a medical 

official of the sixth rank under the Mongol dynasty, Chai Kuo-ts'ai..

Yuan’s first son was born when he was forty. He was named Yuan 

Fu, or Yuan Shu-i. Be became a magistrate of Ju-chou (Honan), an 

official of the fifth rank. Hao-wen’s next son died in infancy.

His seventh child was another girl. Yuan Shu-hsien. She married 

a minor official, Huo Wei-tsu. Hao-rwen’s eighth and ninth children were 

both boys, born when he was fifty-seven and sixty respectively. The

eighth was called Yuan Chen, or Yuan Shu-k’ai. The ninth was named Yuan
/ „ * ■

Ts’ung, or Yuan Shu-kang. Both served as minor officials under the

Mongol dynasty.42 •

. 42. Ibid., pp. 163-165.



CHAPTER 4 

THE.WORKS OF YUAN HAO-WEN

Throughout his life, Yuan Hao-wen was a prolific writer.

Certain periods of his life were more productive than others, but a 

constant' flow of writing or editing came from his pen. His most notable . 

periods of literary and scholarly output were the three-year period he

spent in San-hsiang (1218-1221) and the years immediately following the

downfall of the dynasty when he lived in Shantung (1232-1240). He

employed widely diverse genre in his writing, and he was the editor of

many important literary works. His output can be roughly divided into 

three major5 categories: .Literary, historical, and miscellaneous.

The greatest portion of his writings is in the literary field.

The most important of these are to be found in the so-called "complete 

works,11 the I-shan wen-chi. . It includes, fourteen chuan of poetry and 

twenty-six chuan of prose. The first edition, the chung-tTung edition, 

was published in 1262 by two of Yuan's friends, Yen Chung-chieh (ca.

1250) and Chang Te-hun (1195-1272). It was.prefaced by Li Chih (1192- 

1279) and Hsu.Shih-ling (1206-1285). A postface was written by Tu Jen- 

chieh (ca. 1240) and Wang 0 (ca. 1232), also poet-companions of Hao-wen’s. 

The next publication of the work was the hun'g-chih edition, put. out in 

the Ming dynasty about 1498. This edition used the chung-t’ung edition, 

as the basis for its compilation, and added an extra chapter of "answer
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verse," that is poetry written in response, or reply, to Hao-wen's 

verse. Two more prefaces by Ch'u Cheng-fu (ca. 1495) and .Li Shu-yuan 

(ca. 1495) were added. . The hurig-chih edition is the basis of the Ssu-pu 

ts’ung-lc1 an. text. Two later editions were published in the Ch’ing 

period, one in the K'ang-hsi reign period (approximately 1710) and the 

other in the Tao-kuang reign period (approximately 1850).^ The other 

original work is the I-shan Yueh-fu, the Yueh-fu of I^shan, a five chuan 

collection of the tz'u poetry of Hao-wen.

• Yuan edited several collections of poetry. The most famous is • 

his Chung-chou-chi, or Collection■of the Central Plain, an anthology of 

Chin dynasty verse written before 1235. He also edited a single chuan 

work, Studies of Tu Fu}s Poetry, the Tu-shih hsueh. Unfortunately, this 

work is not extant but the preface is found in chuan 37 of I-shan wen- 

' chi. He also edited two collections of Su Tung-p'o's poetry. The first, 

Tung-p'o shih-ya , or Elegance of Su Tung-p1oTs Verse, a three-volume 

work, is no longer extant. The other, Tung-p'o yueh-fu chi-hsuan, or 

Selections from Tung-p'oTs Yueh-fu Collection, is also lost. The 

prefaces to both of these works are to be found in chuan 37 of I-shan 

wen-chi.

Still another work edited by Yuan was the Mien-chi, or the 

Embroidery Shuttle, a collection of essays on literature and the liter- 

. ary process' by writers of the Chin period, of which only the preface is ■ 

extant... The last anthology that Hao-wen edited was the T'ang-shih

1. Suzuki, pp. 35-42; gives a very detailed and accurate 
listing of all of Yuan's works.
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/ku-ch'ui, or Enthusiasm for the Poetry of the T'ang. This was a collec

tion of seven-syllable regulated verse of late T’ang poets. It is still 

extant, and is listed in the Ssu-k’u t'i-yao, chi-pu, tsung-chi-lei.

The final literary piece is the Hsu I-chien-chih, or Continua

tion of the Tales of Old Things. This work is extant, but not included 

in the complete works, possibly because it was not considered "proper"' 

literature. It is a collection of strange and marvelous tales of the

Chin between 1201 and 1213. Its title indicates that it is a continua-
- ■ ■■   ................................

tion of the Tales of Old Things, compiled by Hung Mai (1123-1202) of the

Southern Sung.̂  It is interesting to note the continuity of the work.

The closeness of the dates indicates that Yuan was well acquainted with

the literary accomplishments of Southern Sung writers.

One of Yuan’s most brilliant facets was that of historian. The

Chin History recorded that he wrote personal histories that numbered

over a million characters in length,^ He built a pavillion at his home

in Ch’ih-chou, called the Wilderness Pavillion of History, and devoted

many of his last years to chronicling the historical and cultural legacy

of Chin. However, none of his historical manuscripts are extant,

although they were used extensively, in the compilation of the Chin
- ■
History between 1343-1346. A detailed listing of his historical works' 

follows :..... :

2. See Li-tai hsiao-shud pi-chi hsuan (Hong Kong: Shang-wu,
1958), pp. 1-14. '

3. CS, (126:11b/12a).
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The two.most important essays were Jen-chea tsa-pien and the 

Chun-yuan chun-ch'en yen-hsing. lu. The Jen-chen tsa-pien, or A Miscel- ■ 

lany of Events of the Year 1232, dealt in detail with the events of the 

fall, of K ’ai-feng, and the subsequent falll of the empire. The work was 

extant in 1345 when the Chin History was compiled, but since it was in 

manuscript form, it was easily lost. The Chin-yuan chun-ch1en yen-hsing 

lu, or Records of the Words.and Actions of the Rulers and Ministers of 

the Chin, also lost, appears to have been a summary of the Veritable 

Records of the Chin, however, there is no evidence as to its exact 

nature. ~ -

There were two other historical manuscripts. The first was the 

Nan-kuan-lu, or Records of the Prisoner. This was a comprehensive■ 

record of important events that Hao-wen experienced during his life, and 

included a history of his family. Only the preface is still extant, and 

is important for dating events and episodes in his life. The other, 

Ti-wang ching-lueh, A Mirror of Kings and Emperors, was a comprehensive 

history of the former rulers of China. It was written in four-word, 

rhyming phrases, and it has also been lost.

His miscellaneous writings encompassed slightly different topics. 

Two of them were personal histories. The Ch’ien-ch'iu-lu, or Record of 

a Thousand Autumns, and the Ku-wu-p Tu , or Genealogy of Old Things, both 

were personal records of Yuan's family. The other work in this category, 

the Yuan-shih-chi yen-fang is also lost. This work, Experiments from 

the Yuan Clan Collection, was a record of Hao-wen's experiments with 

medicine and prescriptions, written after he discovered some books in
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his family library that dealt with alchemy and medicine. According to 

the preface, it was written specifically for his children and grand- '
■ I -

children.

A cursory examination of the I-shan wen-chi will reveal that the 

great majority of his writing was done in prose. He was skilled in both 

p'ien-wen and ku-wen styles. P'ien-wen, or parallel prose, was a highly 

artificial form that required, four- or six-word phrases, heavy emphasis 

on rhyme and antithesis, and the constant use of allusion. It was 

practiced frequently during -the Six Dynasties (220-589) and the TTang 

Period (619-906) as the formally sanctioned prose style. However, 

during the late T’ang, beginning in the ninth century, a movement to . 

reinstate a pre-Han prose style was begun by Han Yu. It called for a

return to ku-wen, or ancient style prose, a form devoid of ornamentation
• .

and grammatical finery. It was in this later style that Yuan found his 

true expression. He continued the tradition of the two great stylists 

of the Sung., Ou-yang Hsiu and Su Tung-p 'o. Like Ou-yang, Yuan was 

famous for his memorial inscriptions and his epitaphs. The compilers of 

his biography praised him as being, " . . . well-disciplined in prose 

and well-versed in all styles . . ... . Of all the elders alive after the 

fall of the dynasty, Hao-wen was conspicuously the mentor of the age. 

Most of those in the empire who wanted epitaphs or memorial inscriptions 

hastened to his door.Later, an eighteenth century Ch'ing critic, Li 

Tsu-rt’ao, said, of his prose style:

4. CS, (126:11a/11b).
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. His prose literature is modelled after Northern Sung, and he was . 
the inheritor of the true path (eheng-kuei) of Ou-yang and Su.
He was an imposing craftsman. . .There are mostly epitaphs in his 
collection. He evaluated an age, recording exactly what he saw 
and.heard, and his work can be regarded as equal to Ou-yangfs 

• History of the Five Dynasties.̂

■ There are fourteen chuan of memorial inscriptions and epitaphs 

in Yuan’s complete works. The balance of the collection consists of 

prefaces, diaries, colophones, eulogies, odes, funeral odes, letters, 

memorials to the throne, and random topics. . In each case Hao-wen wrote 

accurately and lucidly, sometimes making personal comments at the end of 

the selections. Quantitatively speaking, his extant prose works dwarf 

his'poetry, and because of the excellence of his prose— rivalling Ou- 

yang Hsiu and Su Tung-p'o— -a close study would be very rewarding.

5. Su Hsueh-lin, Liao chin yuan wen-hsueh (Hong Kong: Shang-wu,
1964), pp. 21-22..



CHAPTER 5
tr . . 'YUAN HAO-WEN, THE LITERARY CRITIC

TTEarly in his life, at the age of twenty-eight, Yuan composed a 

cycle of thirty poems called, "On Poetry." Although textual evidence 

suggests that these may have been altered in later life, the series 

represents an early attempt to establish his own criteria for a poetic 

theory. Hao-wen also wrote three other verses also entitled "On Poetry" 

at a. later date, and the five poems he wrote as an addenda to the Chung- 

chou-chi, theoretical in nature, also fall within the scope of his 

critical verse. However, they contain nothing substantively new when 

compared to the original cycle, and they have not been included in this
TTdiscussion. Yuan was working within an established tradition of literary 

criticism, and a survey of the broad development of this tradition would 

be useful before undertaking to examine his own contribution to the 

tradition. .

The beginning and development of criticism in China followed the 

birth'and evolution of literature. Criticism evolved along two lines of 

thought that had existed since the very beginning of literature. These 

two mainstreams of thought found their respective headwaters in the 

philosophies espoused by Confucianism and Taoism. The literary concepts

.1. .Ch'ien Chung-1ien, "Yuan Hao-wen lun-shih san-shih-shou,” 
I-lin ts'ung-lu (Hong Kong: Shang-wu, 1965), p. 118.
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promulgated by these schools covered most types of writing,, since no 

separate category of literature as such was yet established. However, ' 

their;views on the art of writing established a polar structure of 

thought on the function of literature that most later critics would 

attempt to reconcile.

Confucianism stressed the didactic concept of literature.

Elements of other types of criticism are inherent in the sayings of 

Confucius, and his interpretation of the Book of Songs, but his primary 

philosophical thesis was the ordering of man’s life, and he gave prior

ity to didacticism as the fundamental purpose of literature.2 Confucius' 

views on the aims of the Book of Songs are summed up in the Analects:

The master said: "If you speak of the Book of Songs in one 
phrase, it is ’there are no evil thoughts.'""S-

The master said: "Become inspired by poetry, established by
ritual and perfected by music.

The master said: "Although a man can recite the Book of Songs,,
if he is unsuccessful when entrusted with affairs of state, and 
if he is unable to answer questions when sent abroad as an emis
sary, what was the purpose of studying all of those poems?"5

2. The Book of Songs is a collection of folk songs of the Shang 
and Chou dynasties. The poems show considerable polishing and Confucius 
is traditionally attributed with the editing of the work although there 
is no .evidence to suggest that this is so. See Arthur Waley, trans. and 
ed., The Book of Songs (New York: Grove Press, 1957).

3. Chu Hsi, ed. and annotator, Lun-yu, Ssu-shu chi-chu (Hong 
Kong: Wu-kuei-t'ang, n.d.), (2:2).

4. Ibid.,(8:8).

5. Ibid. , (13:5). -
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Ch'en Kang asked Po-yu, "Have you heard strange news (from your 
father, i.e., Confucius)?" Po-yu replied, "No. He was standing 
alone when I hurried by the hall and he said, 'Have you learned 
the poetry?’ I said, 'No.' He replied, 'If you do not learn 

, poetry, you will not be able to converse.'"6

The master said: "Small children, must learn the Book of Songs.
Poetry can serve to inspire emotion; can make you perceptive and 
fit for company; will allow you to express your grievances; teach 
you how to serve your father at home and your prince abroad; and 
enable you to learn the correct names of many birds, beasts, 
grasses and. trees.

Moral and social relevance was the basic premise of the Confu- 

cian theory of poetry, and literature in general, for the next two 

thousand years. Didacticism is usually the earliest, form of criticism 

and, as in most early criticism, the emphasis is on the ethical rather 

than esthetic aspects.

Not too much later than Confucius, however, the Taoists, empha

sizing the metaphysical and mystical side of philosophy, promulgated 

their concepts of the literary arts. They stressed the act of creativity 

and the ultimate use of writing for enjoyment. The most important 

personality, as far as literature is concerned, was Chuang-tzu. His 

writings, mystical and allegorical, are characterized by a spontaneity 

and an esthetic quality which transcend the role of pure instructive 

purpose. Writing for him, and ultimately for other Taoists, was like 

the process of enlightenment; it was a spontaneous and unique action 

relying solely on the creator.

6.. Ibid. , (16:13).

7. Ibid., (17:8).
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As stated before, in this early stage the separation between 

.literature and other kinds of writing was not yet clearly defined. The 

only problems that arose were in the area of language. This was espe

cially true with the advent of the fu, or rhymeprose form. The problem 

became one of making a choice in style of language, either ornate or 

simple, obscure or lucid.

Aside from fhe .’’Great Preface" to the Book of Songs by Wei Hung 

(ca. 25 A.D.), which only reinforced the Confucian view of didacticism,8 

the.next important stage in the field of criticism came with the Lun-wen, 

Essay, on Literature, of Ts'ao P 'i (187-22 6 A.D.).  ̂ This essay, in a 

rather sketchy manner, attempted for the first time to delineate liter

ary typologies. It provided the departure point for the great critics 

of the Six Dynasties period in the establishment of literary theory and 

the classification of literature.

• Somewhat later, Lu Chi's (261-303) Wen-fu, or Fu on Literature, 

attempted to reconcile the creative and functional aspects of literature. 

As such, it was an exercise in creative criticism written in the fu form. 

This essay attempted an eclectic view of literature, to a certain degree 

espousing the concept of literature for enjoyment’s sake; but Lu ended 

his work, a balanced account of individualism and didacticism, on a

8. Some authors attribute the "Great Preface" to Tzu-hsia, one 
of Confucius’ disciples.

. . .. . . 9. .For a translation of .this and of the Wen-fu, see E. R. Hughes, 
The Art of Letters: • Lu Chi's Wen-fu, A.D. 302 (Princeton:. Princeton 
University Press, 1952% On Lu Chi's Wen-fu see also Achilles Fang, 
"Rhymeprose on Literature: The Wen-fu of Lu Chi (A.D. 261-303),■"
Harvard Journal of Asian Studies 14 (1951): 527-566.
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Confucian note, extolling the use of literature for instruction and ■

' example. ' - . -

The definitive work of literary criticism, the Wen-hsin tiao- 

• lung (The Literary Mind and Carving of Dragons), was written by Liu 

Hsieh (462-522) of the Liang dynasty. This massive work is divided into 

fifty chapters. The first four are concerned with the origin of litera

ture and its didactic function, the next twenty-one with genre explana

tion, and the final twenty-five deal with creativity and criticism of 

Style. This book remains unsurpassed as a comprehensive evaluation of 

Chinese, literature.-*-̂

Other scholars, contemporaneous with Liu, also attempted to formu

late some kind of literary theory., Hsiao T'ung (501-531) wrote the 

preface to the Wen-hsuan (The Anthology), the first major collection of 

Chinese literature. In the.selection of works for an anthology, some 

application of standards of criticism is involved. Hsiao T'ung took the 

position that literature should be enjoyed for its own sake. He omitted 

the Classics on the grounds that they were perfect, and left out the ' 

philosophers on the pretext that they were not true literature.

Chung Jung's (fl. 500) Shih-p'in (Categories of Verse) was a 

work limited to impressionistic evaluation of poets who utilized the 

; relatively new five-syllable line. Dividing poets into three major 

categories, poor, medium, and good, his work is notable for its

10. Liu Hsieh, The Literary Mind and Carving of Dragons, trans. 
Vincent Shih (New York: Columbia University Press, 1959), p. xiv.
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criticism of the tonal discoveries of Shen Yo (441-513) and the highly- 

ornamented verse that they spawned.

This type of criticism soon subsided to a more impressionistic 

style which stressed evaluative aspects rather than theoretical. Random ' 

thoughts on literature and poetry are scattered throughout the works of 

most learned and scholarly men of this and later dates. But. these 

thoughts represent an off-the-cuff subjective analysis rather than a 

conscious effort "to make a definitive statement, of criteria. Two excep

tions in the T'ang were Tu Fu and'Ssu-k'ung T'u (837-908). Ssu-k’.ung .

T'u presented a critical formulation of the Wang Wei-Meng Hao^jan school 

and attempted to classify poetry by its theme and the mood that it 

invoked rather than by any technical medium.

A new genre of criticism arose with Tu Fu, the seven-syllable 

chueh-chu, or short-stop verse. Since Yuan Hao-wen was inspired to 

write his cycle by Tu Fu’s work, and since he chose to convey his 

critical thoughts.in the same manner, it would be useful to take a 

cursory glance at Tu’s "Six hsi-wei Short-stop Poems.n

These six verses are traditionally regarded as consisting topi

cally of two segments: One evaluating poets, and a second establishing

a theory of content. For the first three verses, Tu Fu chose Yu Hsin 

(513-581) and the so-called "Four Eminences of the Early T'ang," Wang 

Po (647-675), Yang Chiung (650-694), Lu Chao-lin (650-689), and Lo ,

Pin-wang (?-6.84) as his models. The first three poems are primarily

. 11. Wu Tiao-kung,. "Ssu-k'ung T'u's Poetic Criticism," Chinese 
Literature 7 (1963): 65-83.
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concerned with placing these poets in their proper perspective vis-a-vis 

the historical development of Chinese verse. Critical principles are 

implied rather than stated. •

(1) Yu Hsin's poetry 
excelled as he aged, 
soaring strong diction
and broad, wide-ranging content.
Moderns laugh 

■ ’ at the writings he left, us
unaware this former sage ■ 
was apprehensive for his followers.

(2) Wang, Yang, In, ho
the style of their day,
but you look lightly on their verse
in never-ending disdain.
Your name, your fame,
shall both be swept away
but they, like rivers, like streams
flow on forever— never ending.

(3) You say, "Lu and Wang 
grasp the brush and ink
but are still inferior to men of Han and Wei 
who knew the feng and the sao." ■ •
But they are charioteers 

. of dragons and tigers, 
leaping over fields, spanning great cities 
but— look at you. -*-2

In the first verse, Tu Fu admonishes the "moderns," literally

"men of the present," for their criticism of Yu Hsin for his earlier,

heavily-embellished style, disregarding completely the more accomplished

work of his later years. Although primarily a defense of Yu Hsin, this

■ poem can be read as a generalized statement extending to all poets

subject.to unjust criticism.

12. Tu Fu, Tu-kung-pu shih-chi (Peiching: Chung-hua, 1957),
(12:3b).
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The second two verses are more- argumentive in tone and take to 

task those who regard' the poetry of the ”Four Eminences" as superfluous 

and ornate; they also castigate all those who failed to recognize the • 

role the four poets played in the development of Chinese prosody. The 

opening couplet of the second poem argues that these poets must not be 

judged by "modern" standards but, instead, must be placed in their 

proper historical and contemporary setting. Tu Fu then goes on to ' 

demonstrate that although thematically their verse may not be comparable 

to the feng (Airs) section of the Book of Songs,, or the "Li-sao" poem, 

still their contribution to the evolution of "New Style Poetry" was such 

that it partially compensated for deficiencies of content.

The second verse makes the explicit judgment that these poets, 

indeed, belong to the mainstream of the poetic tradition, and their 

creations are capable of withstanding criticism and challenge of later 

poets, especially those "moderns" of Tu Fu's own generation.

Tu Fu's particular choice of poets is not.surprising considering 

the values he held for poetry. The long period of the Six.Dynasties, as 

well as fostering the great works of criticism, was one in which .lan

guage made rapid strides of development and underwent many changes in 

the hands of literary artists. During this era, diction, especially 

under the influence of the earlier fu tradition, evolved from the simple

13. The "Li-sao," often translated "On Encountering Sorrow," is 
attributed to Ch'u Yuan (fourth century B.C.). It is a highly personal 
and allegorical poem of a betrayed minister of state who is exiled . 
because of slander. See David Hawkes, Ch'u-tz'u: The Songs of the
South (London: Beacon Press, 1959).
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and laconic style of such works as the Book of Songs and the "Nineteen

Old Poems of Han," to a more embellished and flowery style. In an essay

on the literary thought of !u Fu, Ma Mao-yuan says:

The long period of the Han^Wei-Six Dynasties was a stage in
Chinese literature of the change from simple and unadorned
writing to embellishment and luxuriance. Beautiful (adorned) 
words and tonal regulations were undergoing rapid development at 
this time, and poets were having .great success in their search 
for vocabulary and verse patterns.14

During the latter part of the fifth century, a synthesis of 

these language experiments and Shon Yo's tonal discoveries produced a 

highly-regulated verse form— the chln-t-'l-shlh, or New Style Verse. In 

later years, this ornamented poetry became known as kung-t,i-shih, or 

Palace Style Verse. The emphasis on structure and vocabulary soon lost 

its appeal, and Chinese poets experienced a reverse swing of the pendu

lum, and a re-affirmation of pre-Six Dynasties forms occurred.

Even as Palace Style Verse was continued by- a host of imitative 

writers in the early T 'ang, Ch'en Tzu-ang (661-702) advocated this 

return to older, simpler styles,, pointing out the directions later poets 

were to follow. Li Po (701-76.2), for instance, was to pick up this 

thread of thought and advocate a return to standards of an earlier time, 

specifically the Chien-an period (196-220) and the Seven Sages of the 

Bamboo Grove. Such was the general commitment that existed when Tu Fu 

composed his critical verses. It must be noted that the common objection 

of the times to early T'ang poetry was one of content rather than

14. Ma Mao-yuan, "Tu Fu wen-hsueh ssu-hsiang," Tu Fu, Tso-chia 
yu tso-p’in (Hong Kong: Shang-hai, 1963), p. 108.
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technical artistry. The models Tu Fu chose epitomized the technical 

virtuosity and innovative tendencies which matured in middle T'ang.

Both the "Four Eminences" and Yu Hsin were instrumental in continuing 

the development of Six Dynasties poetic forms into the T'ang period, " 

but, after Ch'en Tzu-ang and Li Fo advocated a return to the style of 

Chien-an, they were viewed merely as representatives of embellishment 

and ornateness. Still, they are not out of place as models with their 

heavy,emphasis on stylization when one considers the high regard Tu Fu. 

felt for the framework of poetic rules which he worked within so skill

fully ; ' .

In the second half of the series, Tu Fu manifested his thoughts 

on theory of content: ■

(4) Don’t slight those of the present 
- who revere the ancients,

matching them with fresh words 
and beautiful lines.
Modestly aspire to .Oh'u Yuan and Sung' Yu
those fitting exemplars,
lest you too follow
in the dust of Ch'i and Liang.

(5) It's hard to be abler 
than those numbered nobles, 
out of all, who can surpass 
that worthy group?
.Some only see the kingfisher 
perching- on the orchid and t'iao plant, 
but no one yet can grasp 

• the whale of the emerald deep.



(6) Without a doubt
you will never reach former worthies, 
in turn, their works inherited 
who do we consider best?
Distinguish, set aside false content 
know the Book of Songs 
then will the many masters
he your m o d e l s . ■

All three verses assume a classicist position, extolling the 

virtues of the Book of Songs and the Ch1u-tz'u as examples of correct 

content. The poet is advised to turn back and model his compositions 

upon the masters of the :nLi-sao" and the Book of Poetry. The second 

verse is especially critical of Tu. Fu’s contemporaries, chiding them for 

the same ornateness for which they condemned Yu Esin, and reproving them 

for not being able to cope with original content:— the whale of the 

emerald deep.

These six poems, written only a few years before Tu Fu's death, 

represent the summation of his thoughts on literary values presented in 

a reflective manner. They were not written with an eye toward establish

ing a definitive critical system. However, they do represent a departure
„point for later critics. Patterning himself on Tu,Fu, Yuan attempted 

the same soft of summation of literary values. His cycle, like Tu’s is 

not analytical in nature, but places its emphasis on what the author . 

considers the correct values of literature, that is, it is more involved 

with literary theory than with literary criticism. Hao-wen began his 

cycle where Tu Fu left off, and expanded his scope to encompass the 

entire past millenium. .

15. Tu, (12:3b/4a).
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The songs of Han, the poems of Wei • 
long misunderstood,.
is there no one with whom ' .
to discuss correct content?
Whose sculpting hand 
will mold this verse, 
and channel the clear River Ching 
from the muddy River Wei?-^

This poem establishes the principles that are to be elaborated 

in the remainder of the poems in the cycle. It is the poet himself who 

is to define the criteria by which poetry may be evaluated and examined, 

and which may be employed to bring order out of the literary chaos that 

had existed for the past thousand years.-

Two allusions to separate poems of Tu Fu's are cleverly woven 

into the second line of the poem. One comes from the final verse of Tu 

Fu’s critical cycle. The purpose was to practice what Tu had preached; 

namely, to "distinguish and set aside false content," thus to provide a 

basis for interpreting poetry written since the Ghien-an period. The 

other allusion came from Fu’s "Recalling Li Po on a Spring Day"— "When 

can we meet over.a pot of wine, again to study and discuss literature?"^ 

The last couplet is a metaphor for the. creative process; it derives from 

the legend of the great Yu, who had drained the waters of a flood from 

the face of China by channelling its nine major rivers.

The interpretive cycle properly begins with the next poem. Yuan 

chose the .Chien-an period as his starting place.

16. (11:3b) (11:523). See also Oguri Eichi, pp. 18-30.

17. William Hung, Tu Fu: China’s Greatest Poet (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1952*J7 p. 51.



Ts’ao and Liu sit chanting
and the wind is born with the tiger,
no one within the four seas
can challenge these champions.
What a pity Liu Yueh-shih 
man of Ping-chou, 
never crossed lances 
with men of Chien-an times.̂

Ts'ao and Liu are Ts'ao Ghih (192-232) and Liu Chen'(ca. 205).-^ 

Ts'ao Ghih was perhaps the greatest poet of the pre-T'ang period, and 

Liu Chen was an eminent member of.the famous Seven .Masters of the Chien- 

an period. The reference to the atmosphere that is present when these 

two sat and chanted their poetry is an allusion to a line in the I-ching 

or Book of Changes, the Chinese classic of divination, "The clouds 

follow the dragon, and the wind, springs up with the tiger . . . .n20 

This sentence was traditionally used to describe these two poets, 

especially their'.martial and vigorous poetry, and is used in the same 

sense here.

Liu Yueh-shih (271-318) was a man of the Western Tsin dynasty, 

from the same area in which Hao-wen was born. He distinguished himself 

defending the capital of Tsin from attack by the barbarians of the north

18. (11:3b) (11:523).

19. Only the surname Ts'ao is given in the poem. The HYSC, 
quoting from the Ssu-pu pei-yao text names Ts'ao P' in the commentary, 
but Oguri names Ts'ao Ghih. All three members of the family including 
Ts'ao Ts'ao (155-220), the father, were poets of stature. However,
Ts'ao Chih was the superior poet, and I. am inclined to agree with Ogurii 
The Ts'ao family was the imperial family of the Wei dynasty in the Three 
Kingdoms Period.

20. Ts'ao Sheng, Chou-i hsin-chieh, Hsien-tsai kuo-min chi-pen 
chih-shih ts'ung-shu (Taipei: Chung-hua, 1957), p. 36.
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His poetry was. said to have been in the style of Wang Ts 'an (.177-217),

a poet who wrote lyrical fu, or rhymeprose.^^

Grossing lances'is another metaphor for composing verse. It 

refers to the Ts'ap family, and has a long precedence in literature. In 

the "First Fu on the Red Cliff" Su Tung-p’o wrote, " . . . Ts'ao Meng-te 

(Ts'ao Ts'ao') approached, the river, offered wine in sacrifice, crossed • 

his lance and composed poetry . . . ." The origin of the phrase in 

literature actually goes back to Yuan Chen's.(799-831) "Memorial Inscrip

tion for Master Tu Fu, Attendant to the Board of Works of the T'ang

Dynasty." Yuan Chen wrote, " . . .  the Ts'ao family, father and sons,

composed literature while they rode in the saddle, they often crossed 

their lances (across the saddle) and composed poetry . . . ."23

Chang Hua (233-300), an elegant and ornate poet, was the subject 

of a following selection:

The style of Wei: 
much favored in the time of Chin, 
stalwarts turned again 

• to the "Song of the Empty Pot."
; Chang Hua was despised

lacking the spirit of the times,
but was he so bad 

    . . compared to Wen T'ing-yun and Li Shang-yin?

21. HYS’C, (11:524).

22. Su Shih, Ching-chin Tung-p'o wen-chi shih-lueh, ed. Lang 
Hua (Perching: Wen-hsueh ku-chi k'an-hang-she, 1957), pp. 2-3.

23. Yuan Chen, Yuan-shih ch'ang-ch'ing-chi, Ssu-pu pei-yao 
(Shanghai: Chung-hua, 1927-1936), (56:2b/3a).

24. (11:3b/4a) (11:524).
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The allusion to the "Song of the Empty Pot" strengthens Yuan’s

first line considerably. According to Chin History, a certain Wang

Tun of Chin (h.d.) used to get drunk and recite poems of the preceding ,

Wei dynasty, beating time on the rim of an empty wine pot. The song ■

was a martial verse of Wei.

The magic horse
sleeps in the stable,
but his ambition
flies a thousand li. -
Patriots, even
in their dying years
never lose their martial spirit,

, ■ it,remains always
like iron.26 . . .

Wen and Li (ca. 857 and 813-857 respectively) were poets of the 

late T’ang who revitalized the externals of Six Dynasties Palace Style 

poetry. They practiced ornate and embellished verse, choosing mainly 

themes of parting and emphasizing the male-female relationship in their . 

poems. Their use of highly artificial language and frivolous content, 

and their constant plaints of sorrow were disdained by Yuan Hao-wen.

Moving forward in time, Yuan then discussed T ’ao Yuan-ming (364-

427).

Each syllable natural 
' each word eternally new,

embellishment, extravagance fallen aside 
truth and purity revealed.
Bright day beneath the southern window .
the age of antiquity, 
no hindering T’ao Yuan-ming 

.......... ....■..  . this man of Chin. 27

25. HYSC, (11:524).

26. HYSC, (11:524).

27. (11:4a) (11:525). \
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Hao-wen praised T’.ao's poetry for its forthright and honest 

language. T rao was regarded by all Chinese poets to be the epitome of 

naturalness and simplicity. This verse is personally footnoted by Yuan 

to the effect that "Po Chu-i was. the T'ang dynasty T'ao Yuan-ming, and 

-that Liu Tsung-yuan was the Hsieh Ling-yun of the T'ang." The third 

line of the poem alludes to.a memorial that T'ao wrote in which he, as 

he lay under the north window, imagined himself in the age of F u - h s i . 2 8  

Hao-wen's reason for changing the direction is not clear, but the reign 

of Fu-hsi is a common metaphor of T'ao's for an uncomplicated, peaceful 

and simple life. The whole poem is in praise of fresh and lucid language. 

T'ao and Po both wrote poetry in a. language that, was close to colloquial, 

and Liu Tsung-yuanrs prose was the epitome of direct and simple state-- 

ment, spiced with a gentle, satiric wit.

The next poem concerned Juan (Yuan) Chi (210-263), one of the

Seven Sages of the Bamboo Grove.

All encompassing his poetry 
visible his spirited emotion, 
is there anything 
to allay his grievances?
Always sarcastic', never. straightforward 
who can understand old Juan? ■
Just laugh, go out the door 
stand by the flowing r i v e r . 29

The commentary on this poem begins, "Ssu-tsung’s (Juan Chi). - 

poetry takes its basis from the Shih-ching, but has none of its

. 28. T'ao Yuan-ming, T'ao Yuan-ming-chi, ed. Peiching Ta-hsueh
(Peiching: Chung-hua, 19 62), p. 372.

29. (11:4a) (11:525).
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cleverness of artistic ornamentation. When he sings of things or feel

ings, he can manifest his nature in deep and abstruse thoughts. The 

words fill the eye and ear, but the meaning flies about the eight wild

ernesses . . . . r,3° , •

■ The line about "grievances" is a famous quote from the Shih-shuo 

hsin-yu' (New Words' on Contemporary Events), "Wang Hsiao-po asked Wang 

Ta, 'How is Juan Chi like Ssu-ma Hsiang-ju?' Wang Ta answered, 'There 

are grievances in Juan's belly, and he must have liquor to smooth them 

out. m,31 When Yuan Hao-wen spoke of Juan being circumlocutive, he was 

referring to the commentary on Juan's poetry in the Wen-hsuan (The 

Anthology):

Juan served in the disordered dynasties (Six Dynasties), and he 
was often afraid of being.slandered and encountering calamity, so 
he poeticized his thoughts in an abstruse and enigmatic way. 
Therefore, there is a lament of a life of grief, and although 
his intent was to satirize, his language is so circumlocutive 
and obscure that for a hundred generations later, it was diffi
cult to assess his meaning. One can only understand the coarse 
meaning, and must forgo his mysterious indictments.^

The last line of the poem is taken verbatim from one of Huang 

T'ing-chien's poems, "Upon Receiving Fifty Sprigs of Water Fairy 

Blossoms Sent by Wang Ch'ung-tao, I Compose This Verse While in a Conge

nial Mood." The preface to the poem says, " . . '. (upon receiving) the 

Water.Fairy Blossom, I was reminded of a beautiful woman, my heart was

30. HYS-C-, . (11:525).

31. HYSC,' (11:525).

32. HYSC, (11:525).
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topsy-turvy, and as soon as I went out the door, I became aware of the 

over-attachment I had to crazy and bewildering thoughts— so I just 

laughed a broad smile.

Fan Yueh (Fan An-jen, ca. 300) was another subject of Yuan’s

study:

Mental sketches, mental sounds 
invariably divorced from reality, 
when virtue is remanifested 
then the real man will be visible.

. . . The ”Fu on Idle Living"
was lofty and high spirited, 
hard to believe that An-jen 
would bow. to dust in the road.

In the Chin History, Fan Yueh is said to have been "flippant by
-
nature; he hastened after worldly wealth. He and Shih Ch’ting played the 

sycophant to ChiaMiao. Every time that Chia left, An-jen would bow in 

the dust of his departing carriage. He did not attain a governmental 

position, and retired to write the "Pu on Idle L i v i n g . " " ^ 5  In the first 

two lines Yuan, of course, meant that only after Fan Yueh retired was he 

capable of writing good literature. This allusion is strengthened in 

the second couplet where Yuan expressed wonderment that the same man 

capable of writing good verse was also capable of sycophancy. There is 

an interesting double entendre in the last line, "Bowing to the dust in 

the road." ...The character j/u (3r£ ), which has been translated as "to"

33. Huang Kung-shu, ed., Huang Shan-ku shih (Hong Kong: Shang- 
wu, 1964), p. 59.

34. (11:4a) (11:526).

35. HYSC, (11:526). . -
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can have all of the possible prepositional values. The ambiguity was

intentional here, and the line can be read as "Bowing in the dust of the

road j" which would indicate that An-jen prostituted himself to attain

worldly and vulgar wealth by obsequious actions.

. . Braveness.and virility are the themes of the next verse:

Proud and virile songs 
have not been bequeathed, 
but the "Song of the Yurt" 
sprang from the natural..
Ancient and brave 
the.spirit of the Central Plain 
stretches even to Ch’ih-le stream 
flowing beneath Dark Mountain.36

The "Song of the’’Yurt" was a traditional folk song of the

northern steppes, and symbolized naturalness and simplicity. It was

attributed to Hu Lu-chin (486-565) of the Northern Ch’i dynasty, and was
\supposedly translated into Chinese from the Hsieh-pei language (possibly 

Turkic). Hu Lu-chin was.the chief of the Ch'ih-le tribe, who inhabited 

a region of the same name near modern CTi’ing-Yhai. He was a hostage who 

was held in the capital during the summer and allowed to return home in 

the winter— much like the hostage system of Tokugawa, Japan. Since 

barbarian tribes usually did not mount attacks during the winter months, 

this prevented the chief, usually a unifying catalyst, from being with 

his tribe during the danger months.

The "Song of the Yurt" is written in simple and colloquial 

language:

36. (11:4a) (11:525/526).
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Ch’.ih-le stream flows
beneath-Dark Mountain,
out where the sky is a great yurt"
circling -the four directions.
The heavens are limitless - and pure .
. the wilds stretch on forever, 
the wind-blows 
the grass bends 
revealing scattered s t o c k . 7̂

Next) Hao-wen turned to the early T’ang:

Shen and Sung, ran wild '- -
across the field of letters,
but never rid themselves
of the styles of Ch’i and Liang.
Discuss merit
measure the example of hit,
from their, writings
was cast a golden Tzu-ang.

Sung Chih-wen (d. 712) and Shen Ch’uan-eh'i (d. 729) were the 

topics of this verse. The first two lines are self-explanatory, if one 

recalls the development of regulated and Palace Style verse during the 

Ch'i and Liang dynasties. However, the second couplet is a bit more, 

obscure. - The Wu-yueh ch'un-chdiu, or The Spring and Autumn Annals of Wu 

and Yueh, records that Ghu Ch’ien and Fan Li destroyed Wu after plotting 

for twenty years. When Fan left, -the king of Chao cast his image in 

gold, and sat it near him to study, as a reminder of possible misfortune 

at Fan’s h a n d s . 9̂ The relationship of this fable to Ch'en Tzu-ang, who 

wrote much poetry in reaction to the Sung-Shen style is not quite clear,

37. HYSG, (11:526).

38. (11:4a/4b) (11:526).

39. HYSG, (11:526).
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except perhaps for the fact that his verse style did arise out of this

reaction. -

Next, Yuan discussed the source of inspiration:

If you say what the eye sees and the heart feels 
sentences will be naturally divine, 
but grope about in the dark
and they will always be unreal. '
Copying the' scenery of Ch1 in river 
from a painting,
how many men . ■
have been to Ch'ang-an?^

CIV in River is a stream near Ch'ang-an, and is a famous retreat 

- for poets seeking communion with nature. This verse strikes an inter

esting parallel with lines 102-111 of Wordsworth's "Lines Composed a Few. 

Miles Above Tintern Abbey."

Therefore am I still 
A lover of the meadows and the woods,
And mountains; and of all that we behold 
From this green earth; of all the mighty world 
Of eye, and ear,— both what they half create,
And what perceive; well pleased to recognise 
In nature and the language of the sense 
The anchor of my purest thoughts, the nurse,

. The guide, the guardian of my heart, and soul 
Of all my moral being.

Both poets recognized the necessity for the interaction of percep

tion and imagination— in their proper proportions. Since Hao-wen was 

undoubtedly.influenced by Taoist thought, it would not be an invalid

40. (11:4b). (11:526).

41. David Perkins, ed., English Romantic Writers (New York: 
Harcourt, Brace and World, 1967), pp. 210-211.
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parallel if he were compared to English Romanticist thought and theory.

This comparison will be discussed in Chapter 6.

Next, Yuan made fun of the hsi-k'un school by ridiculing a

famous poem of its idol, Li Shang-yin:

Nang Ti left his spring heart 
: to the nightjar,
the beautiful girl’s patterned lute 
grieved for her blossoming years.
Every poet loves the style 
of the hsl-k’un school
it is just a pity there is no Cheng Hsuan
to provide a commentary.^

Wang Ti was an ancient king who awarded one of his ministers his

throne after he had relieved the country of a flood. Wang retired as a

- hermit, and was changed into a nightjar when he died. The second line

refers to Li. Shang-yin's poem, "The Patterned Lute”:

Mete chance that the patterned lute has fifty strings.
String and fret, one by one, recall the blossoming years. 
Chuang-tzu dreams at sunrise that a butterfly lost its way,
The moon is full on the vast sea, a tear on the pearl.
On Blue Mountain the sun warms, a smoke issues from the jade.
Did it wait, this mood, to mature with hindsight?
In a trance from the beginning, then as now?^u

The last line of the poem refers to Cheng Hsuan (128-200), the 

famous commentator on the Book of Songs. Hao-wen is not really ridi

culing Li as much as he is Li's imitators in this verse, . Shang-yin 

wrote his poetry with a studied and meaningful ambiguity, but his imi

tators, who formed the hsi-k'un school were only able to produce

42. (1:4b) (1:527/528).

43. A. C. Graham, Poems of the Late T'ang (Baltimore: Penguin
Press, 1965), pp.. 169-173..
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unintelligable and complex verse, lacking the forcefulness of Li Shang-

yin's poetry. Still, there is a slight Jab at Lij because his verse was

often unreadable without lengthy commentary.

Some more general rules about the poetic process :

Slowly walking, step by step, 
you die without progress, 
singing and toasting, 
former sages seen no more.
Though in breadth of spirit
your style reach the clouds,
what a pity you droop your head 
and follow others . ̂  •

Singing and toasting refers to "capping poems," that is, poems

written in response to other poems, utilizing the same rhyme scheme and

the same general topic. Yuan chided Sung poets who cultivated this-

practice for not being able to attain the skill of the T'ang poets

similarly engaged.

Some further thoughts on Sung poetry:

When all novelty was gone 
then they produced the new, 
a single swell shifted slightly 
and a myriad of breakers followed.
I only know that poetry 

- reached its zenith with Su and Huang, 
then, who fills the ocean

Here Hao-wen again tackled the problem of vanguards and imitators.

The trendsetters were Su Tung-p'o and Huang T'ing-chien; and the imita-

. tors, were the chiang-hsi-p'ai, a group who imitated Huang. Both Su and

44. (11:5b) (11:531).

45. (11:5b) (11:531).
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period. Later, there was an abundance of imitators of both men and the 

chiang-fasi-pTai came to occupy the most prominent place among the copiers 

Yuan drew upon some interesting associations here. The literal transla

tion of chiang-hsi-p'ai is the "school west of the river," "west of the 

river" being the home of Huang T!ing-chien. The pervading imagry of the 

poem is that of water, and Yuan used watery metaphors for imitators-— the 

great ocean— as well as for the vanguards— waves in the ocean. These 

conceptual words become more meaningful when one realizes.that the 

dominant associational image of the name of the school is also water.

This association is strengthened by written symbols of these words. 

Without placing too much emphasis on the Fenallosa-Pound_theory of 

structural meaning in characters, a certain association does exist 

between the poetic metaphors (conceptual meaning) and the dominant 

symbol of the name of the school, since all important characters contain 

the water radical. This link exists only at the secondary level, however 

and the conceptual link is the primary one. Still, if is interesting to 

note, that the association is made through both the symbol and imagery of 

water.

Hao-wen denounced the chiang-hsi-pTai more plainly in the 

following verse:



: ' : ' si
In ancient elegance
hard it .is to be a Tzu-mei,
delicacy and purity
the lost reality of I-shan.
It is fitting to bow to P 'ei-weng 
when discussing poetry, 
but not to.be.a man 

• of the cbiang-bs i school.̂

Tu Tzu-mei is the style name of Tu Fu, and I-shan that of Li 

Shang-yin. Here a distinction was made between style and content. ' In a 

previous poem (see above), Li was denounced for his lack of proper 

content, but in this verse he receives praise for his linguistic artist

ry. P ’ei-weng is the style name of Huang T'ing-chien. . Yuan' approved of 

Huang, and considered him far superior to his imitators.

Hsieh Ling-yun (385-433) and Ch'en Shih-tao (Ch’en Cheng-tzu)

(1053-1102) were the next topics:

Spring in the Hsieh house:
"Green grass on the pond banks," 
these five words spring afresh 
from a thousand autumns of antiquity.
But as for Ch’en Cheng-tzu 
writing in his cloistered room, 
what a pity he has no aid 
and wastes his spirit.

Hsieh had once been thinking of a line to a poem, but could not 

find the appropriate words. In a dream, the line "Pool banks sprout 

spring grass" suddenly occurred to him. Ch’en, on the other hand, 

completely lacking spontaneous and mystical inspiration, locked himself 

up in his room to "search for couplets." To Yuan this was the prime

46. (11:5b) (11:530).

47. (11:5b) (11:533).
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difference between the poet and the craftsman— one had divine inspira

tion, while the other had nothing— except perhaps a rhyming•dictionary 

or word thesaurus.

As a whole, there is nothing analytical about this cycle. It ■ 

consists, from first to last, of one man’s theory of correct poetic 

content and style, expressed in terms of evaluations of past and contem

poraneous models. There is no attempt to criticize one poet or one 

style by any criteria except personal preference. Analytically, Hao-wen 

failed to accomplish the task he set before himself In the first verse.

However, the cycle is important as an account of contemporary 

literary attitudes and of Yuan’s personal preferences. Perhaps a more 

apt title for this chapter would have been "Yuan Hao-wen, Literary 

Theorist." He did establish some definite criteria for composition, and 

the evidence of his own verse supports the notion that he utilized these 

criteria as guidelines in his own creative endeavors. What were these 

criteria?

He believed that the inspiration for poetry lay in what is 

directly perceived or experienced. He believed that content must be 

derived from social and topical events or from the stimulus of nature. 

Fresh and original language was one of his primary beliefs, as was 

simplicity of expression. Although not as close to the vernacular as 

some poets, noticeably Po Chu-i, his poems display this preference. On 

the other hand, he disdained sensuality and decadence when the times 

produced proudness and. virility as the dominant national character, and 

he denegrated. servile imitators to the lowest position of his hierarchy.
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Generally, he believed in the gift of inspiration and in truth 

and sincerity. In his own. words he tried to define the basis of litera

ture :

The reason that T'ang poetry became preeminent after the.Book of 
Songs is because it knew the basis (pen) of literature. What is 
this basis? It is sincerity (ch* eng) . . . .  Sincerity comes 
from the heart, words from sincerity, and poetry from words. The 
three unite into one . . ., . so I say: There is nothing without
sincerity. If there is a singular lack of this .truth, then words 
have no place to dwell, and the mouth and heart part to become- 
two separate things, separated by a thousand li, passing by each 
other unmoved and disconsolate. When people hear them, it is 

. only like the passing of a Spring z e p h y r . 4 8 .

The term ch' eng (fii|v) can be translated as truth, honesty, or 

Sincerity. Yuan believed that the greatness of the poet lay within the 

boundry of this word. It meant being true to your own gifts as a poet, 

true to your thoughts, honest in language, and sincere in the expression 

of life through poetry.

48. ISWC, (36:15a/l5b).



CHAPTER 6 

YU M  HAO-WEN, THE POET

Yuan llao-wcn practiced virtually all of the current poetic forms

of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. ' He wrote contemporary dramatic

lyrics as well as the more traditional poetic modes. In the Ch’ing

dynasty (1644-1912), Chao I (1727-1814) wrote in his Ou-pei shih-hua, or

Ou-peits Poetry Talks, that there were about 1,700 verses extant from

Hao-wenT s original collection:

In 1-shan1s memorial epitaph. Ho Ching said that there were more 
than 5,500 verses of shih type poetry, over a hundred verses of 
ku-yueh-fu that utilized a new sound, and several thousand (tr. 
probable mistake for several hundred) yueh-fu which utilized a 
new style (that is, the tz’u-). This would have made I-shan's com
plete collection.approximately 5,700 verses. Now, in the Complete . 
Works of I-shan . . . there remain only 1,700 verses'— about one- 
fifth of the original number. Undoubtedly, during the Yuan 
dynasty Yen Chung-chieh and the others who published it, edited 
out some of the material, and later Hua Hsi-min probably edited 
some of it out. In my opinion, it is lamentable that there only 
remains this number of the original 5,600 or 5,700. Indeed there 
were probably many more eminent works that spoke of the change of 
dynasty and it's sorrow. Yuan did not use many words, but placed 
his emphasis on content . .

The number of 1,700 is still accurate today. The shih, fu and 

the ku-yueh-fu forms are preserved in the I-shan wen-chi, and will be 

discussed later. Two other forms that Hao-wen practiced were the tz'u 

and the hsiao-ling, or san-ch’u . The tz'u was a form that emerged in 

the late T'ang and the early Five Dynasties period. Originally

1. HYSC, (Supplement:736-737).

84
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consisting of lyrics written to imported and native tunes, the titles of 

tz *11 poems still include the name' of the original tune to which it was 
written. Over the years the music was eventually lost, but the lyrical 

patterns remained in constant use. At first, the tz'u, owing to its 

origin, was primarily a vehicle for erotic or romantic thoughts. The 

songs were popular in the pleasure districts, and lyrics were first, 

provided by professional musicians and singers. Later, poets who fre

quented these areas of town began filling in new lyrics to the tunes'—  

often at the request of courtesans or singing girls. Soon after the 

tz’u gained popularity, it began losing.its romantic flavor and came to 

be employed in the same manner as the more established shih. Hao-wen

wrote several hundred of these verses, using them in new and profound 
oways

He also wrote san-ch'u, a highly flexible dramatic lyric form 

that was produced in a multitude of patterns. The Chin period was one 

in which Chinese drama made significant advances, and Hao-wen was in 

keeping with the times by providing lyrics for these p a t t e r n s .^

Of the forms found in Hao-wenTs Complete Works, there are four 

basic types: fu, ku-yueh-fu, tsa-yen and shih. The fu, or rhymeprose

form, matured during the Han period and was a favorite form of poets of 

that time. It was difficult and ornate; a showplace for erudition and

( T T T I2. Kuo-li churig-yang yen-chiu-yuan, ed. -, Ch ;uari sung chin yuan 
jen tz Tu (Shanghai: Kuo-li chung-yang yen-chiu-yuan,.1931), has a
complete listing of the extant tz1u poems of Yuan Hao-wen.

3. Sui Shu-sen, Chin yuan san-ch'u (Peiching: Chung-hua, 1964),
and Yang Chao-ying, ed., T'ai-p'ing yueh-fu (Taipei: Shih-chieh, 1962).
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technique.. By the. Chin dynasty, it was largely unimportant; a mode 

practiced for technique and mechanicsThe ku-yueh-fu, or Music Bureau 

Poetry, also originated during the Han.: ' It was usually pentasyllable 

(although there were, often lines of varying length within the poem) and 

was of four to eight lines in length. Except for the requirement of end- 

rhyme, there were no fixed rules of composition. Another form, the 

tsa-yen was an unregulated pattern, absolutely free of any requirements 

except end-rhyme. .

The main body of Hao-wen's poetry collection is made up of poems 

in the.shih form. There are two basic categories of shih: ku-shih (Old

Style) and chin-tti-shih,(New Style). The ku-shih is characterized by 

lines of either five or seven syllables in length and no limit on the 

number, of lines per verse. It was permissable to have lines of varying 

length within the poem. There were no regulations except the mandatory 

use of end-rhyme, although grammatical parallelism and antithesis were 

often practiced for poetic effect.^

Chin-t'i-shih was introduced during the Six Dynasties period.

As a general term, chin-tri-shih .embraces three major verse types:' 

lu-shih, or regulated verse, represents a pattern requiring alternate 

end-rhyme, five- or seven-syllable lines, eight lines per poem, fixed 

tonal parallelism or antithesis, and fixed grammatical parallelism. A 

certain degree of flexibility derives from a multiplicity of internal

4. Wang Li, Han-yu shih-lu hsueh (Peiching: Shang-hai Chiao-yu
ch’u-pan-she, 1957), pp. 304-495, passim.
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patterns of tonal.and grammatical parallelism/antithesis, the inter- 

changeability of which provides different effects.^ Two mutations of 

the lu-shih complete the sub-types' of chin-shih. The first is p 'ai-lu, 

ah extended regulated verse. The multiplication of lines was orderly, 

and the poem was extended in pairs of lines, or couplets, each conform

ing to ! the pattern of lu-shih one was practicing. No restrictions, are
z- „imposed on the number of lines per poem. The other category is chueh-

* f t

chu, literally "cut off lines," commonly called short-stop verse in 

.English. This pattern was a four-fold mutation of the lines of - a regu- -

lated verse. It could be either the first and last couplet of the regu-
: . ' ' < ' -
lated verse, the last half or the first half, or the two middle couplets 

of the lu-shih.? It must be kept in mind that these borrowings from the 

regulated verse were ones of tonal and grammatical structure.

Of all the.forms available to him, Yuan preferred the seven- 

syllable the best. Traditional and contemporary scholars have.praised 

his verse written in this form. The first criticism of his verse came 

from Ho Ching (1223-1275), the disciple who wrote Yuan’s memorial' 

inscription. ' He praised Hao-wen’s seven-character poetry for being 

"unrestrained and embracing a heroic spirit.These descriptive terms

5. Ibid., p. 18. •

6. Ibid., p. 23.

7. Ibid., p. 33.

8. Ho Ching, "Ta-te-pei-pen .I-shan hsien-sheng mu-ming," Hsin- 
hsiao Yuan I-shan shih-chi ch'i'en-chu (Taipei: Shih-chieh, 1967),
(preface:32/35).
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have.often been applied to a .more famous poet of the earlier century, Su 

Turig-p'o. Ho Ching was the first to realize, the affinity between Hao- 

wen’s poetry and that of the impressive Sung poet-statesman. Two Ch’ing 

scholars, Wang I-shang (n.d.) and Shen Te-ch'ien (1678-1769), also wrote 

laudatory accounts of Hao-wen’s septasyllabic verse. Wang wrote, "Among 

his marvelous seven-syllable verses, some surpass those of Su Tung-p’o 

and some excel those of Lu Y u . S h e n  was also enthusiastic in his 

praise for Yuan * s verse, writing, "Yu-chih’s seven-syllable Old Style is 

perspicuous (ch1ang-shen) but.dense (p 'ing-wen) at first glance . . . .  

He is the only capable poet to come after Su Tung^p'o."^^

The reasons.for Hao-wen’s preference for this longer verse form 

are readily perceptible when one reads his poetry. He used concrete 

, imagery and multiple metaphors, and excelled in the narrative and 

descriptive styles. All of these techniques were possible only with the 

usage of the longer and more flexible line form. Yuan was especially 

fond of the seven-syllable short-stop verse. He utilized descriptive 

and metaphorical language in the longer lines, but the chueh-chu allowed 

him to retain the shortness of form that was ideal for invoking a sense 

of tenuousness. These shorter poems often, inspire emotion similar to 

that felt when reading Japanese haiku.

To deal with characteristics of style, and to delve into the 

origins of.poetic nature of Chinese poets, is sometimes extremely

9. Su Hsueh-lin, p. 19.

10. Ibid.
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difficult. There-are usually no statements of personal poetic technique 

akin to that of Wordsworth or- Walt Whitman. Chinese poets preferred to 

play a more,subtle game that involved enigmatic, and sometimes esoteric, 

allusions shrouded within their poetry. The riddle was solved easily by 

learned men of China who were familiar with most of the ancient poets 

and could spot these historical and linguistic allusions with practiced 

ease.- The allusions, actually references, pointed to one or more prede

cessors whom the poets' considered models of their own style. Only by 

evaluating the poet with his exemplar is it possible to ascertain exactly 

what qualities he feels to be the basis of good poetry.

This procedure is made a little easier in Yuan’s case because of 

the critical cycle that he wrote, and because he made free use of . 

"borrowed lines,” that is, lines copied from other poets into his own 

verse either verbatim or with minor alterations. Like most Chinese 

writers, Yuan was unaware of plagiarism. The whole concept was alien to 

the Chinese mind. To be able to quote extensively from previous poet's 

works, and to be able to fit their lines into the intricate structure of 

one’s own poem was considered the mark of a learned and skilled poet.

Two ancient Chinese works, the Book of Songs and the Chiu Tz’u , 

-represent the oldest extant literary works and were considered the 

foundation of literary skill and knowledge. Both of these anthologies 

were memorized at an early age, and provided the seed from which aliusory 

material grew.; Allegorically, they had been .interpreted as didactic 

examples of propriety and right conduct, and provided a philosophical 

and ethical basis- for burgeoning scholars. Thus, both the poetic style
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and ethical content were put forth as. models for emulation. Hence,, they 

occur commonly in literature as thematic material and cannot be consid

ered the personal model of any one writer.
T TLike other writers, Yuan drew extensively from ancient source's - 

and felt them to be the origin of Chinese, literature, something to be 

emulated and admired. However, if there is to be a starting point in 

history of those who Hao-wen imitated in style and content, the honor

belongs to Juan Chi of the Six Dynasties period. Like Juan, Yuan had
.

been born into a period of turmoil and disorder, and he felt alienated 

from his peer group of officialdom. Hao-wenTs poems that manifest this 

alienation drew heavily upon anecdotes about Juan Chi who, like Yuan, 

harbored a sense of social non-involvement and embraced a passionate 

desire for the eremite's life. By the thirteenth century, Juan had long 

been popularly portrayed as the stereotyped image of the brilliant, but 

dissatisfied, minister who deserted all worldly (Confucian) cares and 

retired to a life of dissolute ease. Juan Chi and the "Seven Sages of 

the.Bamboo Grove," the coterie of poets to which he belonged, lived in a 

period of extreme political tension as Han Confucianism, after its first 

practical application, was rapidly declining as a flexible and utilitarian 

political system. Correspondingly, as the philosophical appeal also 

declined, Neo-Taoism, replete in its trappings of mysticism and non

involvement, rose like a Phoenix from the dying flames of pragmatic 

Confucianism and drew many prominent men, like the Seven Sages, into 

ch'ing-t'an, or "Pure Discussion," groups. Meeting on a philosophical 

pretext at first, these meetings sometimes extended into permanent
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social cliques, abandoned to drinking wine and composing verse. The 

Seven Sages eventually became the most famous of such groups, and they 

were the topic of many comic and amusing anecdotes of the age.

, A preference for the eremite’s life eventually led Yuan to an 

intimate knowledge of many hermit-poets of the T’ang period. His. verse 

is spiced with many allusive and linguistic borrowings from these later 

poets, especially Han Wu (844-907), Wei Ying-wu (773-828.), Kuan Hsiu 

(832-912), and Chang Chi (768-830). Yuan possibly came to know the 

works of some of these men.when he edited the T'ang-shih ku-ch’ui. For 

example, in a seven-syllable regulated verse written when Yuan was 

forty-four, he borrowed the last two lines verbatim from a poem by. Han 

Wu:

floating flowers on fine water 
return to parting streams, : 
broken clouds threatening rain 
surround the lonely town.H

' Moving on, Hao-wen also drew inspiration from many prominent 

poet-statesmen of the Sung period. Ou-yang Hsiu and Wang An-shih both 

contributed to a different facet of Yuan’s poetic personality. These 

two men possessed a social awareness and scholarly attitude unmatched by 

earlier poets. These scholarly tendencies tended to produce verse rich

in historical allusion and infused with subtle and pensive thought.
, /

11. (8:16a) (8:391).
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Suzuki draws;a parallel, between Hao-wen's verse and that, of Wang An-shih

(and of Sung poets in general):

There are many places in Yuan’s.poetry.which have meanings out
side of words. This was a trend of Sung poetry, and especially 
of Wang An-shih. That is, what appears to be casual verse at 
first glance has an implied meaning based, on deep scholarly know
ledge. The use of this type of line, which uses associational 

' . images and allusions.,. gives. Yuan’s lines a great density of 
. meaning.12

Although Hao-w.en was familiar with the aforementioned poets, and 

often drew allusions from them, his real models were T'ao Yuan-ming, Tu 

Fu, and Su Tung-p'o. T’ao Yuan-ming has been considered by some Chinese 

to be the epitome of naturalness; a poet in praise of the simple life in 

communion with nature. Hao-wen, instilled with feelings of skepticism, 

toward human, life by his teacher, buffetted about by the fortunes of war, 

deprived.of official livelihood, and forced to live under a usurping1 

dynasty, came to associate himself closely with T'ao. . Many of Hao-wen's 

poems were written in conscious imitation of poems of Yuan-ming. The 

best example is a ten-verse series called, "On Drinking Wine." The poems 

are five-syllable Old Style verses written in imitation of a similar 

cycle by T'ao. Yuan's cycle was written in K'un-yang when he was thirty- 

six, just after he had returned from the capital and was living in semi- 

retirement.

12. Suzuki, pp. 61-62.
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I live out west■ 
of town in a house 
on a one-acre plot,
the gate is closed ■
and choked with autumn weeds.
New wine brews 
at the.foot of my bed, / 
when I.am alone 

, and the mood hits me V 
I ladle out a cup.
I raise my glass 
to ask the bright moon,
"Will you really approach 
a beggar’s house overrun 
with creepers and wicker?
Well, I have only one desire, 
let your ancient face .. 
l i g h t  my changeless h e a r t .

The "beggar’s house" is not stated literally in the poem, but is

implied by the metaphor "creepers and wicker," a common allegorical term

for a destitute man’s house. The reference to "raising my cup to ask

the bright moon" alludes to the famous line from "Drinking Alone in the

■Moonlight" by Li' Po:

From a pot of wine among the flowers 
I drank alone. There was no one with me—

' Till, raising my cup, I asked the bright moon 
To bring my shadow and make us three.2-4

The mood of the verse suggests a sense of quiet solitude. The 

poet has literally shut himself off from the outside world, and he 

rejoices in his new-found tranquility. Retired from official life, the 

simple pleasures of warm wine and soft moonbeams gradually take over his 

mind, driving away all thoughts of the mortal world.

1 3 .  ( 1 : 1 3 b )  ( 1 : 9 1 ) .

1 4 . • Bynner and Kiang, p. 4 5 .
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This poem contains no .specific reference to - T ’.aois cycle, but in

the second verse we find:

Old times fade away 
further and further, 
passing like a hundred lies 
I don’t see a single truth;
The only plane left 
is "The Land of the Drunks" 
filled with the simple 
goodness of Fu-hsi.
It's too hard 
to do any good 
studying sages, 

i - but look at the strange
■ strength of wine.
Why doesn't someone ■ 
brew up the ocean 
to make us all drunk ?-

The first couplet refers to lines from the last verse of T'ao's 

"On Drinking Wine":

Fu Hsi and Shen Nung lived long before me.
• Since then few in the world have returned to

primitive simplicity.

The "Land of the Drunks" alludes to a 

"Drunk Land," written by Wang Chi (ca. 575).
s

physical location of Drunk Land, Wang wrote:

. . . communications with Drunk Land were cut off. However, 
certain enlightened friends of mine often slipped across on the 
sly. The poets Juan Chi, T'ao Ch'ien and others to the number 

. of ten or a dozen, went.off to Drunk Land, disappeared.there and 
never came back; they died there arid were buried in its earth.
They are known in the. Middle Kingdom as the Wine Immortals. Ah 
me! How different are the customs of the people of Drunk Land 

.....from those...of the country of the mother of Fu Hsi of old. How

15. (1:13b) (1:91).

16. Lily Chang and Marjorie Sinclair, The Poems of T'ao Ch'ten 
(Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1953), pp. 68-69.

Six Dynasties prose piece, 

After describing the .



pure and peaceful they are. Well, I have been, there myself, and ' 
have therefore written this r e c o r d . 17 .

Alone in his rural setting, Yuan falls, prey to the wonder of ■ 

natural beauty and the intoxicating effect, of fresh wine. Freed from 

his study of the ancient canons, he feels an intellectual release that ■. 

allows him to reflect casually on the world about him. This mood was. 

undoubtedly helped, as he says, by his "new brew." The term tsui, used 

in the last line of the poem, means many things to Chinese, and one must 

be aware, of the manifold meanings of this word when reading his verse.

It can mean either tipsy, slightly inebriated, or drunk. Chinese poets 

used wine for the.same mind-expanding effect for which English Romanti

cists supposedly used opium, or modern writers use hallucinogenic drugs.

In this sense, the state of tsui was one of hyper-awareness. It made 

the poet more perceptive of his environment and more conscious of the 

texture and power of nature. Thus, wine and nature became two comple

mentary stimuli, inseparable from each other as inspirational phenomena. 

When wine and.nature met, the product was often a song in praise of. . 

nature (on the literal level), rich in emotion, profound in depth and 

intensity, and usually embodying some sense of sorrow. This sorrow was 

often related in terms of nature or natural phenomena. For example, 

there is an undated poem of Hao-wen’s, "Miscellaneous Verse.at Nei-hsiang, 

probably written during his late twenties, that is an excellent

17. Herbert A. Giles, ed. and trans., Gems of Chinese Literature 
(New York: Dover Publications, 1965), pp. 111-112.
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illustration of this combination' of wine and nature. At the same time

it is a good example of the effect of the short-stop verse.

Humming, 1 walk north' 
of the stream, and pass 
again to the south. I dry off 
in the sun and wind, and the wine 
goes to my head too quickly.

• . There are no limits . •
to the sorrows of spring, 
but who can I tell?

A spray of plumflowers 
soft and small, 
or the thick blossoms
of .the apricot

The poet deliberately set the scene in the first part of the 

poem, and when, the wine clouds, or clears, his head, he becomes aware of 

the sorrow of spring, beauty; so pretty, but soon to pass away. Now, 

aware of the transient nature of spring, and by extension of human life, 

the poet finds that he has no one with whom to discuss these sorrows, 

except the fragile, bursting blossoms of spring, themselves soon to pass 

away.. • :

This is essentially.the same, feeling that Hao-wen tried to evoke 

in the two verses of his "On Drinking Wine.” Life, especially human 

life, is so short that it is not really so important to learn the books 

of the sages, or the art of politics, as it is to enjoy the mysterious 

wonder of life that nature embodies within herself. In the fourth poem 

of the series, with a little more philosophical insight, Yuan makes this 

■even clearer:

18. (12:3a) (12:566).
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Lots are cast .
for everything on earth,

. which sagely wisdom 
. ' will not alter.

But surprises happen 
now and then
through this patterned life.

' A life— dew
on the leaf of a t Tung tree,

. one peek from the sun 
and it's gone— vanished to air.
It's best just to drink 
this sweet wine,

■ I can't wait forever
on fortune.

This, verse echoes a similar theme found in T'ao Yuan-ming's third

verse in his "On Drinking Wine" series:

Tap has declined for a thousand years 
Because the people valued their emotions.
When there was wine, they refused to drink.
And they set their hearts on fame in this world.
The reason our bodies are precious, is it not 
Because we have hut one life to live?
How much time is left in this one life?
It is like sudden lightning—
Like a boiling cauldron through a hundred years.
Regarding this self, what accomplishment is there?20

Both poets voiced an active disdain for the pragmatic and

official side of life, preferring instead the inexplicable joys brought

by nature and wine.

It is perhaps fitting to look at Yuan's nature poetry at this
- . " . ■ „ - particular point, since it was from T'ao Yuan-ming.that he drew both

inspiration and technique. There are properly two kinds of nature

19.. (1:14a) (1:92).

20. Chang and Sinclair, p. 63.
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poetry in the Chinese tradition: Landscape and pastoral. Landscape'

poets chose for their themes nature in the raw, free from man’s touch, 

and inhabited only by the myriad things of the natural world. Pastoral 

poetry on the other hand, was written to celebrate man’s foie in nature, 

especially with regard to agrarian life.

T’ao was primarily a pastoral poet, writing about the.rural 

setting of his small farm, the joys of agricultural skill, and the 

feelings of oneness with nature as he carried on his work implementing 

the unvarying laws of nature. Yuan Hao-wen wrote little of this type of 

verse, but perhaps the poems which illustrate the pastoral mood best are 

those titled "Eighth Month, Fifteenth Day of the Lunar Calendar, Written, 

at Studying Mountain."

(l) Old trees stagger
up the latticed cliffs,
where soft moss
lays in crooked paths.
My brushwood door 
opens for the morning sun, 
and I see looming clouds 
and plush green mountains.
In all this stillness 
there is a great interest, 
all alone
what serenity I enjoy.
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(2) Rain is good :

after a long drought,
-■ but clearing is good too

after a long.rain.
I lay on my sofa ' •
and look at the moon; 
tree shadows swallow up 
bright flowers..
A still pond lays
at the foot of the east wall,
I shift my head on the.pillow 
to hear calling frogs.

These poems have been noted pastoral simply because they are 

concerned with man's relationship to nature. That is, they are to be 

differentiated from pure landscape verse, a description of the forces of 

■ nature in action.

Both types of nature verse derived originally from Taoist philo

sophy and attempted, through their own media, to explain, rather, to 

hint at.the underlying principle of nature and of the universe. This 

underlying principle for the Taoists was the tao, literally the road or 

path. This tao existed within all things as the primordial principle of 

reality. It not only was a part of each object, but at the same time it 

was also the unifying factor of all things in the universe. It was, 

however, visible in the world in each of its separate external manifesta

tions. As one perceived, each of the external manifestations and approach

ed the underlying principle, the differentiations faded away leaving only 

a phenomena of unity, a total, .indescribable entity, existing outside of 

temporal and spatial limitations. All things blended into one primordial 

principle— tao.

21. (2:24b) (2:155).
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In Creativity and Taoism, Chang Ghung-yuan has defined the rela

tionship of tap to its pere elver:

We have discussed the proposition that Tao, in its ontological - 
sense, is an inner experience through which man and the universe 
interfuse as one. This ontological experience is often described 
as a npn-differentiated, non-conceptual, and inexpressible
primordial innocence. 2̂

The Symbol of this innocent existence is the farmer, living in 

complete harmony with his surroundings, free from man-imposed restrictions. 

Yet, even though the farmer lives in a non-conceptual state, he is unable 

for the most part to perceive the tap itself and is limited to perceiving 

only the external manifestations. Chinese nature poets, on the other 

hand, by quiet.and unstriving contemplation of these manifestations, or 

objective reality, were able to penetrate the mystery of the tao, and in 

a moment of enlightenment were able to attain a state of interfusion 

between their mind and the mind of tao. Trying to bring this state to 

his readers, the poet relies on an accurate portrayal of the objective 

reality to project the tao to the reader. The reader, in tune with the 

poet, also perceives the underlying principle and becomes one (vicarious

ly) with it. In his attempted projection the poet never attempts to 

explain either the process or the feeling of enlightenment. The true tao 

■ (or "Way”) is inexplicable. . The Taoist canon, the Tao-te-ching, begins

with the sentence, "The Way that can be told of is not the unvarying
23 TIWay." T.'ao Yuan-ming, in a more poetic manner, stated the same idea:

_ _
22. Chang Chung-yuan, Creativity and Taoism (New York: Julian 

Press, 1965), p. 176.

23. Arthur Waley, ed. and trans., The Way and Its Power (New
York: Grove Press, 1958), p. 141.
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I built a cottage among men,
Yet I hear no clatter of horse and carriage;.
How can this be?
The distant heart creates a solitude.
I pick chrysanthemums beneath the eastern hedge,
And the southern hill looms in the distance.

. Mountain air at sunset is delightful.
The flying birds return, one after the other.
In all this, there is a deep meaning -
Yet when I want to.explain, the words slip away.24

The concept of approaching tao through symbol is the very essence 

of Chinese landscape poetry and painting, and there is a great affinity
TTbetween the two arts. Note the following four verses by Yuan Hao-wen 

from a series called "Random Verses on Mountain Life." These poems, 

written in the five-syllable short-stop form, have only twenty characters 

per verse.

(l) Long creepers hang
trellised on skinny bamboo, 
and clumps of flowers squirm 
up through tangled grass.

Trees soar up 
to mold the wind, 
and -silent water sleeps, 
in a bed of slippery moss.

(3) The sound of autumn
fills the forest where quiet 
rays of evening sun fell 
their shadows 
across a deserted village.

Rainbows fade back - 
to soft fine sprinkle, 
but the clouds part suddenly 

.....  to let me see green mountains.

24. Chang and Sinclair, p. 63.
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(4) The water twists and turns .

like a ribbon through scattered 
■ groves of sycamore, running 
past plush mountains to meet 

- . a creek hidden in dark bamboo.

Birds disappear, 
sinking through thin, smoke, 
and the sun rides herd 
on cows bound for home.

(6) An egret’s shadow .
melds to autumn still, 
a cicada's cry -
sounds the approach of night.

Behind the dike: 
stopped up water, .

. so wide is the stream
. it wearies the setting sun.25

In these descriptive poems, the emphasis is on single objects

rather than a total picture. This was a common technique of both Chinese 

nature poetry and landscape painting. Note how the distinctions made by 

the separate images of Yuan’s verse fade away, or become obscure to the 

point that one image blends into the next to give an overall picture 

with the major portion of the picture drawn by the reader’s imagination. 

There is a great similarity between this technique and one used in 

Chinese painting. Both the picture and the poem are dominated by 

specific images, and the tension produced by these images forces a total 

image upon the perceptive reader or viewer.

In the recognition of the fundamental unifying principle of the . 

universe, there is a great deal of similarity between Chinese landscape 

poets and early English Romanticists, especially William Wordsworth.

25. (11:1b/2a) (11:519/520).
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His perception of the tap he termed mystical insight, but in essence it

was the same as that■achieved by Taoists, a feeling brought on when the

poet was unaware ef his conscious mind, but had a sensual hyper-awareness.

For instance in the sixth book of the "Prelude” Wordsworth voiced

thoughts very similar to those of T ao Yuan-ming:

Imagination— here the Power so called 
.Through sad incompetence of human speech, .
That awful Power rose from the mind's abyss 
like an unfathomed vapour.that enwraps,
At once, some lonely traveller. I was lost;
Halted without an effort'to break through;
But to my conscious soul I now can say—
”1 recognize thy glory:” in such strength •
Of usurpation, when the light of sense . .
Goes out, but with a flash that has revealed 
The invisible world, doth greatness make abode,
There harbours, whether we be young or old.%6

Then, in the same section, 'Wordsworth goes on to mention the

same awareness of tao as the underlying principle of the universe that

Chinese poets hinted at: . . .  '

The immeasurable height
of woods decaying, never to be decayed,
The stationary blasts of waterfalls,
And in the narrow rent at every turn
Winds thwarting winds, bewildered, and forlorn, •
The torrents shooting from the clear blue sky,
The rocks that muttered close upon our ears,
Black drizzling crags that spake by the way-side 
As if a voice were in them, the sick sight 
And giddy prospect of the raving stream,
The unfettered clouds and region of the Heavens,
Tumult and peace, the darkness and the light—
Were all like workings of one mind, the features 
Of the. same face, blossoms upon one tree;
Characters of the great Apocalypse,
The types and symbols of Eternity,

. . .. Of first, and last, and midst, and without end.̂ 7

26. Perkins, p. 243.

27. Ibid.
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Some of Yuan's nature poetry carries a deeper philosophical •

meaning. For instance, this third poem in' a series called "Random

Verses at Chi-nan" was written when Yuan was 46.

Flower Mountain lay
like an open wheel of green lotus,
the lake water, the images,

.. all purer than jade.
. Sweat falls like rain 
. from the June traveller, 
leaning over the bridge 
beneath west wall, watching 
the fish swim by. :

Even in this simple poem, there is a deeper meaning of the tran

sience of life. The simple action of the. fish swimming by has a special 

significance when this verse is read following the first of the series:

I passed Chi-nan once 
when I was young,

• '. and surprised myself
with dark thoughts of death and life.
Forty years 

< passed me by in a wink,
I have a feeling I passed by 
once before— in a former life.

The Buddhist concepts of transmigration and transience of the 

mortal world were, of course, well known to Yuan. He achieves.a nice 

contrast in the third poem by posing the enduring and pure beauty of 

nature against the ephemeral pleasure of human activity. Nature will 

always, be there to enjoy, but fish viewing is only a momentary experience 

in the great cycle of human existence.

28. (12:8b/9a) (12:573/574)

29. (12 :8b/9a) (12:574).
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Tu Fu also served as a model for Yuan, who owes a great deal to 

the T'ang master in terms of topics, style, and language. Many poems in 

Hao-wen’s collection were directly inspired by Tu Fu’s verse, and there 

are multitudes of borrowed lines in Hao-wen's verse that derive originally 

from T u . T h a t  Yuan should use Tu Fu as a model does not seem extra

ordinary today, since he has become established as China's greatest poet. 

However, when Hao-wen was writing, Tu's position was still unevaluated, 

and his poetry was relatively obscured by late T'ang poets, especially 

by Li Shang-yin. It was not until the eleventh century, when Su Tung-p'o 

and Ou-yang Hsiu rose to prominence that Tu Fu received a prominent 

position in the history of Chinese poetry. .

Personally, there were identical elements in the formative years 

of Tu Fu and Yuan Hao-wen. Both travelled extensively in their early 

years, both were faced with academic failures, and both were buffetted 

about China by either invasion or rebellion. Tu Fu was bitter about his 

failure to achieve either the chin-shih, or official rank, and carried 

his misgivings with him for his entire life. Yuan, too, expressed 

bitterness about failure, but even in the face of despair, he always 

managed to maintain some sort of optimism. For instance, in a yueh-fu 

called "Chant of the Single Sword," Hao-wen expressed both disappointment 

about failing the metropolitan examination, and optimism about h,is own 

abilities. . The poem was written in 1218, while he was living in San- 

hsiang.. He had just returned from Pien-liang where he had failed the

30. Suzuki, p. 60.
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cliln-sliili tests. A sword, is a common Chinese metaphor for willingness 

and ability to serve one’s country.

• Melancholy piles itself
on melancholy. the night 
half gone, I sigh 
long and heavy. .
I finish singing 
"Chant of the Single Sword" 
and mountain, spirits 
weep about my door.
In the cold frost
the cold wind bites
through my bones,
while on the wall the sword .
reflects light of the last moon.
• Have you ever seen a brave soldier 
. hopeless, flat,on his back 
pitying himself over and over?
The yellow crane blots out 
bright heaven
in a single motion of great wings.
Who says a bamboo cage 
will bind my great wings?

The optimism expressed in this poem is characteristic of Hao-wen’s 

earlier years, when he was of vital and self-confident nature. Unlike 

Tu Fu, Yuan’s belief in himself was eventually justified in later years.

If there is one facet of Yuan’s verse that is reminiscent of Tu 

Fu’s, it is his verse critical of human society and government. Tu Fu’s 

sense of social involvement found expression in the hardships that war 

imposes. He wrote at a time when the empire was plagued by internal 

strife and barbarian incursion. Although superficially similar to the 

conditions that existed during.the Chin period, in reality, the situation 

of the T.'ang was quite different. During Tu Fu’s life, the T’ang had

31. (6:3a) (6:275).
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begun its decline, and was growing gradually weaker, as the power of the 

emperor and central bureaucracy dissipated, then re-emerged in a sort of 

osmotic process in the hands of the powerful regional commanders. The 

Chin, on the other hand, maintained a highly centralized and authoritarian 

government. They were still strong militarily and, had it not been for 

the Sung invasion from the south, they might possibly have checked the 

Mongol advance. The T'ang imperial government managed to maintain an 

unstable equilibrium of power between the capital area and regional 

districts, but in the process they fought many hard battles that gradually

weakened their strength. The Chin were strong and cohesive until the

very end when they were finally overwhelmed by superior military strength 

and prowess.

Of all the socially-conscious poetry of Tu Fu, perhaps the.best-

known example is the "Recruiting Officer at Shih-hao.” The poem was

written in 756. as the poet returned from Ch’ang-an.

When the sun set, I came to the village of shi-kao 
At night the recruiting officer came to round up the men.
An old man took fright and escaped over the wall.
The bid woman went forward and asked to be arrested— -
How terribly the officer howled at her.'
Then I heard the old woman saying through tears:
"My three sons have joined the camp at Yeh.
One of them sent me a letter saying:
'Two of my brothers have died in the wars,
And the living one thinks he has not much longer to live.'
Oh, the dead, they go on their journey.
There are no more children in this house,
Except a grandson who is still suckling.

■  ̂ Even his mother cannot go with you—
She has not a whole skirt to go in.
Though I am old, and have little strength,
I beg you to let me go with you.
I will be some use-^I can prepare food,
I can cook rice, and prepare soldiers' m e a l s . ”
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The night was dead, the sounds of talking ceased
I seemed to hear sobbing, and lamentations.
The next morning I continued on my way,

, And said farewell to the old man of the house.

• . This poem has properly been separated by the translators. The

view shifts at this break from, the omniscient point of view to a first 

person narrative. In this manner, the last four lines serve to complete 

the poem with an ending device that focuses attention on the final 

result of the visit. Not having done a metrical analysis of this poem, 

it would be interesting to see if there is a corresponding metrical 

shift to dissonance at this point. Even though there is this shift from

the omniscient to the first person point of view, the author has failed

to offer a personal opinion on the proceedings, or to allow himself to 

voice any personal feelings. He is content with a minute description of 

events, and allows the events to speak for themselves. To offer a mean

ingful comparison to this verse, it might be useful to introduce one of 

Hao-wen's poems at this point. The poem is a five-syllable Old Style ■ 

poem called "Staying Overnight at Chrysanthemum Pond."

An old man is standing
in front of my horse, come
to his appointment
with the district magistrate.

"Stay awhile old man,
I have some questions for you—  
from olden days no one has understood 
the problems of people.
I am a poor man for office,
I've been at my,job for three months 

, . .1 and have yet to benefit anyone.

32. Robert Payne, ed., The White Pony (New York! Mentor, 1947), 
pp. 197-198. See also Hung, p. 141.
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Your village is simple and poor, 
yet that is better than being bullied 
arid oppressed.

How many people have met today, '
to demand their justice,

. to air their quarrels ? Which one 
will be first? I am one man, 
one ear, one eye, how can I know 
what goes on for a hundred li 
in every direction?

The officials of the eastern 
provinces are pure and honest,, 
and when their turn comes 
they seldom go into the villages.
I prohibit my.clerks to go out, yet 
some night one might knock on your door.
Tell your sons'and grandsons ...
to exert themselves and flee? '
this cold and hunger. ■ .

Military taxes— swift
as starfire— you will never escape
the summons, never flee
the.conscription. The whip is rough
and will tear your skin; but even
if your skin should break, what, is that
to an early death?,T̂ ^

This poem contains some interesting material both stylistically 

and thematically. Stylistically,- it is notable for its use of the first 

person narrative-monologue point of view. The poem is divided into 

approximately four parataxic units. The first describes the physical 

setting. A magistrate, going to a local court, stops to talk to an old 

man of the fields. In the second unit, he reflects on the general condi

tions of -the countryside, and expresses some measure of doubt concerning 

his abilities or power to deal with these problems. In the third unit, 

he continues, this appraisal of his own role in deciding the fate of those

33. (l:21a/21b) (1:105/106).
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persons gathered for court and reflects that, although he is powerless to 

change their lot, he can at least adopt a humane laissez-faire attitude 

allowing them to pursue the course of their lives with as little official 

interference as possible. Then, in the last unit, he focuses on a 

specific problem to lend credence to his earlier thoughts.

. Thematically, the verse constitutes a continuance of the tradi

tion of social verse that Tu Fu cultivated but incorporates a slight 

variation. Here there is a willingness on the part of the poet to allow 

- himself personal involvement with the main action of the poem— to remove 

himself from the role of narrating observer. Realizing his personal 

impotence, the poet engages in intense self-scrutiny. In this respect, ■

. the poem is very similar to another verse of Hao-wen’s, "Recording Events 

at Nei-hsiang Yamen," a poem to the seven-syllable regulated verse 

pattern.

The clerk's have gone home, 
it is midnight, and I sit 
alone in the yamen.
Sorrow drifts like smoke
of incense through my troubled heart.
Can anyone bear 
writing their name 
on the official register 
or pressing for taxes?
Who wants to send their grain 
to the army?"

Hungry rats surround my bed 
like they want to talk,
I cannot bear the sound 
of crows crying at the moon.
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My small boat has not yet 
reached Ts'ang-lang stream.
I think of my ancestor 
the old man of Ch'ung-lu 
and a flush burns my face.

Again,-the. first quarter of the poem is a general description, of 

.time, and place, and of events that were occurring about the countryside., 

Yuan’s sympathies lay with the peasants and, as the poem shows, he was 

fully cognizant of their plight. It is in the second half of the verse 

that he vents personal anger about greedy officials and despair over his 

inability as an official, to correct the situation. His reference to 

hungry rats— a metaphor for greedy officials— seems to indicate that he 

was unwilling to join their ranks, or even to associate with them. The 

sound of the crows crying at' the. moon— an omen of ill fortune about to 

befall the country— alludes secondarily to the sound of starving peasants 

crying for food.

The Ts'ang-lang stream has a dual origin in literature from The 

Mencius and the Ch'u-tz'u. In the Mencius, a child is heard singing, 

"When the waters of Ts'ang-lang stream are clear, I can wash my hat 

strings, when the waters of the Ts’ang-lang stream are muddy, I can wash 

my f e e t . T h i s  song is also sung in the "Old Fisherman" poem in the 

CVu-tztu anthology. An old fisherman happens upon Ch’u Yuan, a betrayed 

minister lamenting his fate and driven into exile by his king. Slandered 

by unvirtuous ministers, he tells his story to the old man. The wizened

34. (8:72) (8:367).

35. Ghu, Meng-tzu (4:15).
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fisherman poles off across the lake singing the above song.^ The 

meaning, in both cases, is that one should retire from office when times 

are difficult. .

These, poems show that a good deal o f  change occurred in Hao-wen’s 

personality as he passed from youth and came face to face with the real 

world. Economically secure in his younger years, his poetry was mainly 

concerned with personal displeasure. But, as these poems illustrate, 

contact with human suffering added a new dimension to his poetic con

sciousness. Although still expressed in egocentric terms, a concern for 

the welfare of other people was beginning to emerge in his consciousness. 

Vestiges of an earlier youthful vitality and passion were later directed 

against his own person, his impotence as a government official, and the 

socio-political situation 'in general.

Social verse was by no. means limited to' his years in office.

When he was out of a job and withdrew from personal contact with daily

■ problems, his poetry took on the omniscient quality reminiscent of Tu

Fu’s verse. For instance when he was thirty-one he wrote a tsa-yen

called "Tiger Terror."

The north mountain tigers have caves, the south mountain tigers 
run in prides. The gleam of their eyes is like lightning, and 
their growl like thunder. They sprint about, leaping up and down 
over foothills. They can eat a hundred men and leave no bones. 
Peasants, their clothes trailing cotton, run helter-skelter. The 
valleys are empty of the woodcutters' echoes and the road void of 
travellers’ dust. Mouth watering, the fierce tigers roar at the 
city gate. Why no benevolence in the world, why no divine power 
in alter.gods? The wail of the sad T’ai Mountain wife splits the 
autumn skies and drives away the - clouds. What a pity that magis
trate Feng.did not serve the people in life, but ate them when he

36. Hawkes, pp. 90-91.
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. died. There will never be a General Fei seen in this world again. 
Just who will be lord of the North Plain?'"''

TTYuan was prompted to write this after tigers had been seen in 

broad daylight outside the gates of K ’ai-feng. The passage about benev

olence and altar gods is interesting, in that the poet is appealing to 

both the Gonfucian order of the universe in which pen, or benevolence, 

is supposed to result in stability and security, and to the popular 

Buddhist and Taoist deities who were supposed to offer divine protection. 

The allusion to the T'ai Mountain wife is a barb at the local government 

for not providing protection for the local populace. It recalls a 

passage in the Ll-chi, or Book of Rites:

Confucius was passing the base of T'ai Mountain when he saw a 
woman weeping bitterly at a gravesite. The master leaned over to ■ 
listen, then sent Tzu-lu (his disciple) to inquire, saying, "Your 
lamentation is heavy and bitter." She replied, "Oh yes.’ Long 
ago a tiger killed my husband’s father, then my husband was killed, 
and now my son has been slain." The master said, "Why have you 
not left yet?" She then replied, "There is no oppressive govern
ment here. " Then the master said, "Mark this Tzu-lu— harsh govern-, 
merit is fiercer than a tiger.’"38 »

Magistrate Feng is an archetype of the incompetent official. 

According to popular legend, in life he was apathetic to the lot of his 

subjects, and became a man-eating tiger in his reincarnated state.

General Fei was a renowned archer who, according to legend, could kill 

thirty tigers in a single day.

. This indirect and sarcastic criticism evolved into genuine • 

personal involvement in his middle years. As he gradually grew aware of

37. (5:3a/3b) (5:243).

38. P’eng Ch’ing-huan, ed., Ku-chin tsung-ho wen-hsuan (Taipei: 
Chung-t’ai, 1967), p. 73.
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suffering about him, his poems most often displayed .his concern in the 

form, of:skepticism toward his capabilities and power as an official. As 

he grew increasingly aware of the limited powers of his office in. alter

ing the general situation, a split developed.between himself and the 

rest of the official world. As his poems from, this period show (see 

above), he grew more and more sympathetic with the peasants and found it 

more and more difficult to reconcile widespread starvation to official 

profligacy. As he was relieved of his official duties, however, his 

social poetry again lost the personal element, and reverted to concerned 

description, that is, a description of events expressed in a generalized 

and impersonal manner. A. good example of this is a five-syllable Old 

Style poem, "Observations on the Road to Yen-men Pass," written when 

Yuan was fifty-three.

I stayed in Gold City
for ten days— drunk
singing and dancing every night.
Then I went sightseeing 
and the things I saw burned 
through my bowels.

They had a drought here 
in the last days of summer, 
but September" millet 
brought forth its golden grain.
Then an army camped here 
one night and by dawn 

• the.fertile field.was ground 
to level dirt.

■ Taxes, conscriptions
swift as a comet, 
try to get out of your debt 
and you will be beaten and flogged.
How can this be a happy country 
when you are trapped 

. - at. every turn?
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A hundred bugs crawl 
through food and rice 

■ and more than a single tiger ' '
lurks to grab away meat.
I cry to heaven for these people 
but heaven doesn’t hear. What is 
the use of my complaint?

I wonder whose sons those boys in homespun are 
travelling south to trade their rice.
They waste their energy
just to fill their bellies once.

; - How can they be happy going so far
just to barter their rice?

The road to Yen-ihen pass 
is hard and rough
blocked everywhere by deep drifts of snow.
Halfway up the mountain 

'' I meet straining carts.
It’s a bitter life 
for man and beast.’

For the most part, Hao-wen’s verse was very similar to that of 

Tu Fu, except in.those instances when he felt inclined to evaluate his 

own role in society through the medium of poetry. In these cases, when 

he.shifts to the first person point of view, the poem becomes painfully 

autobiographical, but allows an intimate glimpse into the very heart of 

his emotions. At. other times, usually signified by a shift to the third 

person omniscient point of view, the poem returns to a descriptive 

reflection of society, and allows an equally vivid portrayal of the 

evils and hardships of the world. In these cases, his verses are very 

similar to Tu Fu’s— a generalized criticism of society expressed in 

specific and singular terms. .

39. (2:21a) (2:149).
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Of the three exemplars that Yuan Hao-wen selected for emulation, 

Su Tung-p’o was the closest in time. When K rai-feng fell and Hao-wen 

was exiled to liao-ch'eng, he felt an identity with Su and wrote a cycle 

of poems in imitation of one that Tung-p'o had written when he was 

exiled to his famous farm on tung-p o, the eastern slope, .from-whence Su 

derived his sobriquet. Hao-wenTs series is appropriately entitled 

"Studying Tung-p’o’s Moving House."

■ More than three mou v .
of fallow ground, carpeted 
for ten years in Jungle weeds.
Tiles and pebbles 
litter the dung heap 
and white bones are tangled 
in deep green moss.
A lonely traveller 
with no place to stay,
here is where I ' '

- ■ build my reed hut.
Bitter work breaking 
new ground, but I need 
a decent place to sleep.
I curse my body 
demeaned to this labor, 
stingy with bone and muscle.
Still, I can cut trees
in the forest, and carry
tiles from a nook in old
city walls. After eight or ten days
of hard work, the house fills my need.
To buy a house needs
ten thousand cash. I don’t even
get one cash a day.
I took.a look at my house 
this morning, I laughed 
with open face, open heart.

40. (2 :2b/3a) (2:115).
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This; poem,, the first in the series, resembles the first in Su's

cycle: - .

Abandoned earthworks, nobody tends.
Collapsed wall tangled in vines—
Whord waste strength on land like this?
Work all year for no return.
But here’s a stranger, alone, ■ -
Heaven against him, nowhere to go, ' .
Pitching:in to clear the rubble and wrack.
Weather too dry, soil lean:
Pushing through brambles and weeds,
Wondering can I scrape out a handful of produce,
I sigh and let. go the plow-—
My barn— when will I fill it up

. There is a slightly deeper meaning in Yuan’s verse, and his

image of white bones tangled in deep green moss symbolizes the downfall

of the dynasty and the destruction of his country. The next verse in

Hao-wen’s cycle reads: •

Who says my house is big?
All the beds are filled.
Who says my house is small?
There is plenty, of room for ten.
All the males sit 

' in the south corridor— :
a suitable place 
to recite their lessons.

'. The servant boy rests
on the west steps,,idling 

• away his time in self-ease.
I grow old among them
living each day fully
as it comes. I get up,
walk about, yawning and stretching,
and spread myself out
when I lay down. The
window is bright, and the
fire is warm, and I forget
that I am a prisoner.

41. Burton Watson, ed. and trans., Su Tung-p’o (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1965), pp. 82-85.
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There is clear ground 
in front of the house, 
a must for guests. I should 
weed and hoe flower trellises 
and garden plots— in that order.
Meng Chiao loaded his household 
goods into a single wagon. Mine won’t 
even fill a cart. I am poor, 
hut not impoverished— I still 
own a hundred sets of hooks.

The seventh verse of the cycle tells of his emotion upon;reading

the "Eastern Slope" Collection:

Tung-p'o was exiled to Huang-chou . 
where he walked around 
among the people, an amulet • 
hung about his neck. In the wild 
fields he picked up tiles 
and shingles— the work of a 
menial servant. I read the 
selection on moving house, 
crying and blowing my nose.
It seems as though he came 
to life again, and I pick up 
my plow and hoe, to follow 
noble Su. I am poor like Tung-p'o, 
and my heavenly allotment is 
neither that of sage, nor dolt.
I must be embarrassed 
when I. speak of him, and how
can I not help feel thus •
about my poetry.43 . .

An interesting feature of these poems is the frequent use of 

hyperbole, a common tropecal device in Chinese poetry. It would be
' T T •absurd to believe that either Su or Yuan were actually forced to the 

circumstances described in their poems. In fact, Yuan gives himself 

away when he speaks about hard labor in the first poem, but in a moment

42. (2:3b) (2:117).

43. (2:3b) (2:118).
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.of inconsistency, lie says in the second poem that he has a large family ■

of ten,: that includes at least one servant hoy. In all probability, he

was living in reduced circumstances, but if one recalls his important

acquaintances in Shantung, he was also probably well enough to support a

.leisurely and, relatively carefree life. It seems reasonable to assume

that Yuan was trying to force some emotion and feeling out of this cycle,

since he had been deprived of the natural, emotive inspiration of timely

events or natural grandeur. The lines in verse seven about "crying and

blowing my nose" when he read Su's poetry seem forced when compared to a

poem that manifests actual, heartfelt emotion. Compare the hyperbole of '

the last poem to the understatement of genuine emotion manifested in the

next selection, "Parting from Lady Ch'eng": "

Frost and cold 
sighing wind in my study, 
sitting and chatting late .
at night in the clear .
lamplight drinking, 
the wine of parting. A girl 
was born, nothing more than 
a small responsibility, 
but middle age came and I felt 
a full measure of joy 
and sorrow. I nourished 
and strengthened the small 
grass beneath the pines, . 
a bright pearl clenched 
•in my fist— so hard to cast away.
Tomorrow, on the road 
through the eastern fields '
by Mount Kou, this rustic 
old man must find forgiveness 
 ̂and ease in his heart.44

44. (8:10a) (8:373).
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This poem is nothing more than a simple description of the night 

atmosphere in his study, a casual remark on the birth of a girl child, a 

statement on the parental joy of watching a child grow, and a confession 

that he must find forgiveness and ease in his heart as the girl leaves.

The poem,':written on the occasion of his daughter's marriage, is a fine 

example of the use of understatement. No grand words describe Yuan's 

emotions on her parting— there is only the simple, honest statement that 

he must find ease.and forgiveness. Yet the power of the poem is consid

erably greater than that of the last— a testimonial to the simplicity of
TTstatement and honesty of content that Yuan talked about in his cycle "On 

Poetry."
• ■ ' ■ „ . • ■ ' . -There is one aspect of Yuan’s verse that stands in vivid contrast

to both contemporaneous poetry and to the tradition of Chinese verse.

That is his sang-luan poetry, verse that lamented the decline and fall 

of his dynasty. Yuan's sang-luan verse generally deals with the fall of 

the empire and the effect of this situation upon the Chinese people and 

upon himself.. His treatment of war themes varies significantly with 

those of earlier poets, who either praised conflict or wrote Confucian 

anti-war.diatribes. In a somewhat more generalized manner, earlier poets 

had also tried to dramatize soldiers’ daily lives and capture the feelings 

of loneliness engendered by frontier duty. These poems, of which Hao-wen 

wrote a few, speak of separation and nostalgia in a depth that belies 

the simplicity of form and vocabulary. For instance, in an undated • 

verse called "On the Frontier," Yuan spoke of these lonely moments:
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Out where 
cows and sheep 
are scattered 
over sparse, grass 
on level sands 
a few soldiers live 
at a border .lookout.

The men suddenly see 
new geese, passing 
over tops of dikes 
and without thinking 
they- turn their -heads 
to look south.^ -

This poem is rather close to the T 'ang dynasty manner. There is
. \  - -'

an attempt to catch the instantaneous feeling evoked by the scene. The 

. bitter life of frontier duty and the resignation of the soldiers to their 

. lot, is captured in the moment when they turn their heads south, toward 

home, to watch the summer geese fleeing, the approaching winter. In- 

. dealing with symbolic, rather than specific, events this verse differs 

from Yuanrs earlier "war" poetry, most of which is expressed in egocen

tric terms and is linked with the poet's own lot by war or invasion. For 

instance, in a poem written in his late twenties, Hao-wen described his 

feelings about war. It was written in San-hsiang and is entitled "Old 

Tree."

- -- A few - leaves' remain
high up in the old tree, 
where a vine of winter. 
curls its tiny flowers.
At the time of level sands 
geese huddle and rooks .. 
have gone to bed 
in distant wastes.

45. (6:4a/4b) (6:296).
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A stranger here, I watch
the death of autumn. Chanting
old poems I walk
toward another oblique
sun. The spear and shield
of war pursue me. How vain
these bitter memories of home.^

. The first half of the poem sets the general mood. The scene is 

probably late autumn; the trees are almost bare, geese huddle along gray 

sand in the twilight, and the last crows have silenced their raucous 

cries. This part of the poem evokes a scene of utter drabness, like a 

cold gray wash of nature across painter’s silk. Then, in an abrupt ■ 

manner, the narrative shifts to first person, and the poet then describes 

his flight before war, a gray period in his own life. A vague feeling of 

uneasiness is expressed about the general circumstances of the times, 

but there is still no grave concern for the state of the nation or any 

doubt of the military prowess of the Chin. As in most of his earlier 

works, the poem is not without its optimistic elements. The old tree is 

an apt symbol for the troubled nation. It succombs to the advance of 

winter to prepare for rebirth and a springtime of resurgent Strength.

To lead it through this period of seasonal transformation there are 

capable and honest men— existing like clinging leaves to a dormant tree.

■ Although there were these early expressions of personal sorrow, 

later to develop into one of the major elements of the sang-luan-shih, 

his optimism and faith in the men of the Central Plain overshadowed any 

uncertain or insecure feelings he may have had about the state of the

46. (7:3a/3b) (7:315). '
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nation. Personal sorrow is also, the dominant theme of another poem

written about the same period, called "Autumn Embraces”:

Icy leaves sigh
I hear the sound of scattered
rain. I also hear
sad sounds in the empty court,

. deserted, the frost is clear.

A yellow chrysanthemum 
all by itself gives promise 
to the fall winds. And I am 
a distant traveller, first 
to bear white hair.

My chanting, and the season's 
insects make autumn harder to 
endure. Again and again 
dreams and jackdaws— those birds 
of winter— wake me in the night.

When will I stand
at Shih-ling Pass
my eyes bright with the single
sight of my home
on the mountain?^

One cannot escape the feeling that this poem reflects only momen

tary disillusionment. The picture of the poet trying to sleep in a cold 

house, listening to the autumn rains, the west winds, and the sad cry of 

the jackdaws, engenders a mood of intense sadness. One can almost feature 

him lying there, overcome by the entire grayness of the picture he has 

painted, silently thinking of his gay and bustling home in Ch'ih-chou.

Elements of sorrow and a realization of imperial collapse were 

first combined in the "ChTih-yang" series, written in 1231. Yuan was 

living in Nan-yang and had just been notified that he was being trans

ferred to the capital when he heard that the Mongols had overrun

47. (8:1a) (8:349).
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Feng-hsiang and had killed nearly the entire population. The first poem 

of the series reads:

Crack troops line up 
abreast in bivouac. Even 
birds won't fly. Mongols 
are like a north wind blowing 
and blowing, spitting out 
dark snow.

, . The terrain of the Three Ch'ins 
knows no past or present.
I hear rumors that travelled 
a thousand li, are they true?

The oppressor is proud 
and arrogant, a great 
whale drying up a sea 
of people. Clearly snakes 
and dogs surround a mountain 
of iron..

Just like old Juan Chi 
I'm at a dead end— I've 
got no clever plans.
I can only look toward Ch'ih-yang
while my sleeves fill up .
with tears.̂ 8 '

The term Mongols in the first stanza is implied and has been 

inserted in the poem. Literally the line reads, "north wind send yin 

movement." Because of numerous northern barbarian incursions, the north 

wind had become a common metaphor for either invasion from the north, or 

for national crisis. According to the Yin-Yang principle, the "yin 

movement" signified inclement weather and, more specifically, snow. In 

this context, both metaphors refer to the Mongols and the dark days 

brought by their invasion. The terrain of the Three Ch'ins alludes to : 

the division of the Ch'in empire into three parts prior to the .

48. (8:11b)" (8:377).
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establishment of, the Han dynasty. Snakes and dogs are additional meta

phors for the Mongols, the mountain of iron symbolizing the strength of 

the Chin armies. The reference to Juan Chi comes from his biography and 

the anecdote that he easily became lost when he drove his own chariot.

He would be seen in a dead end road clutching the reins and crying in 

despair.

A useful comparison can be made between Yuan's verse and the

Ts'en-Kao school of war poetry. For instance, Ts'en (Shan) Ts'an's

"Song of Wheel Tower" is written in an entirely different vein:

On Wheel Tower parapets night-bug3.es are blowing,
Though the flag at the northern end hangs limp.
Scouts, in darkness, are passing Ch'u-li,
Where, west of the Hill of Gold, the Tartar chieftain has 

' halted . . . .
. We can see, from the look-out, the dust and black smoke 
Where Chinese troops are camping, north of Wheel Tower.

; . . . Our flags now beckon the general farther west—
With bugles in the dawn he rouses the Grand Army;
Drums like a tempest pound on four sides 
And the.Yin Mountains shake with the shouts of ten- 

. thousand;
Clouds and the war-wind whirl up in a point 
Over the fields where grassroots will tighten around 

white bones;
In the Dagger River mist, through a biting wind,
Horseshoes, at the Sand Mouth line, break on icy 

boulders.
. . .  Our general endures every pain, every hardship,
Commanded to settle the dust along the border.
We have read, in the Green Books, tales of old days—
But here we behold a living man, mightier than the dead.

For all his praise of the martial and passionate nature of man. 

Yuan could not write stirring praises of war. Compared with Ts'en's 

vigorous praise of manly virtues, one finds only a sense of personal

49. Bynner and Xiang, p. 111.
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helplessness in the face of seemingly insurmountable odds. In a sense, 

this difference of outlook is indicative of their respective ages, the 

fang and the Chin. Militarily strong in its early years, the fang was 

weakened by internal. Insurrection in its middle years. Still there 

seemed to be a willingness of many middle fang poets to deny the sapping

expenditures, of war. It could be regarded as a glorious display of
. ■■ ■■ - ' ' ' „ 

personal brayery arid imperial might. . To many poets of Yuan’s age, who

were accustomed to a life of warfare and hardship, the.expenditures were 

all too real, not only in economic and military terms but also in terms 

of life and the resultant disruption of society. He and his contempo

raries had been driven from their homes too many times to appreciate any 

■ glory.in war.

Yuan’s.personal uncertainty about the future of the Chin dynasty 

was first voiced in the "Ch'ih-yang" series. It is lacking the anger at 

his own ineffectiveness, a theme that had characterized earlier verses. 

All that remained was a premonition of total defeat and a resignation to 

fate.

This premonition was finally realized during the siege of K rai- 

•feng. The city was without food, slowly dying under the Mongol siege. 

Determined to recover lost territory and equally determined to resolve 

the conflict on the open field of battle, the emperor marched forth from 

the city with all his remaining troops. Commemorating his departure,

Yuan wrote a cycle of five poems entitled "Written in the Second Month 

of the Lunar Year 1232, After the Emperor Left the Capital in an Attack 

to the East.". Because of the highly aliusory nature of the poetry, it
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- is most convenient to render the series' into prose. The first of the

series begins with the departure of the emperor.

Grasping the whip, clad in kingfisher mantle, the emperor hastens 
from the city. Wearing a pot, can I dream to look at heaven? I 
only know the bandit Copper Horse has returned to north of the 
Yellow River, and they say paper kites fly again from T'ai-ch’eng.
The imperial family now suits the Ultimate Fate of Kings. Will 
officials never again find the Kuang-ming years? When can I take 
my family and leave, the far-away wind pushing my fishing, boat?^®

The allusion to wearing a pot is a reference to a letter written 

by Ssu-ma Ch ien, the great Han historian. One of the lines of the letter, 

"How can I wear a pot and still look on heaven?”, came to mean a unifica

tion of action and was a metaphor for doing "only one thing at a time."51 

The meaning is that one must dedicate oneself solely to working for the 

emperor. Copper Horse was a bandit who plagued the Hopei area during the 

short-lived Hsin dynasty (9-23 A.D.) of Wang Mang. The story of kite
irflying derives from Li Yuan's (n.d.) Tu-i-chih, or Chronicles of Only the 

Strange.

In 547, Eastern Wei attacked the capital city of Liang. Chien-wen 
(the emperor's son) flew kites with messages on them to tell those 
outside of the city of their troubles. An expert archer was 
ordered to shoot the kites down, and they all fell to the earth.
There they changed to birds and flew off into the s k i e s . 52

The first part of the story is true. The kites were shot down, 

and the city was forced to capitulate. Yuan was probably reminded of

50. (8:12a) (8:382/383).

51. HYSC, (8:382/383).

52. HYSC, (8:382/383).
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this tale by the kites that were flown from city walls in KTai-feng for
military-purposes.53

The Ultimate Fate of Kings was written by Shao Yung (1011-1077) 

of the Sung dynasty, and was a work that treated the rise and fall of 

empires according to a theory of laws arid fates. The year of Kuang-ming . 

refers to the first year of the Kuang-ming reign period of the T'ang 

dynasty. Bandits had captured Lo-yang and were on the verge of forcing 

Gh’ang-an, the imperial capital, to surrender when a general fled the 

capital to accompany the emperor. He took all of the military with him 

which left the civilian officials without any means of defense. They 

had no recourse but to welcome the bandits into the city. Here, of 

course, the reference is to those generals who accompanied Ai-tsung. .

It is interesting to note that Yuan refers to the Mongols as 

bandits in this poem. . Not only does this fit into the traditional 

Chinese view of barbarian invasion as bandit insurrection but, if one 

considers the emperor as the archetype sacrificial king, the poem lends 

itself readily to mythic interpretation. Mythically, a monarch must 

submit himself to sacrifice in order to purify either the reigning 

family or the country. According to traditional Mencian theory, the 

t'ien-ming, or the mandate of heaven, is.passed from generation to 

generation as their virtue merits ruling power. Ideally, according to 

Mencius, the emperor should rule by virtue, setting an example for his 

subjects. Any deviation from this norm results in either insurrection 

or natural disaster. Thus Ai-tsurig becomes the mythic king, offering

53. KCC, (11:5a). '
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himself in sacrifice to the invading hordes to purify both the.reigning 

family’s virtue and to make the country secure from bandit attack, This 

is not an uncommon theme in Chinese poetry, since the Chinese had diffi

culty in conceiving of a victory of one dynasty over another merely in 

strategic or military terms. They viewed it only as a loss of virtue 

and the subsequent loss of the t ’ien-ming, which passed to a more 

virtuous family. .•

The next poem in the cycle deals with life inside the surrounded 

and'starving city: ' \

Two years of hell in a surrounded city. Every day my grieving 
belly burned with hunger. A burned head because there is no one 
to move the fire, dragging feet, but will anyone accompany me in 
the.boats? White bones and ghosts of dead soldiers occupy green 
mountains where fairies used to wander. Letters have been cut 
off from the southwest for three months. The setting sun and 
the lone cloud shine in my eye sockets.54

A popular story was told in ancient times of a guest who warned

his host that the firewood was too close to the fire. The host ignored

the warning and the inevitable happened— the house burned down. The

meaning, of course, is that advice offered should be accepted and acted

upon.' The other allusion in the poem refers to a gifted general of the

Han period, Ma Huan. He once attacked some rebels in a naval maneuver,

but the bandits escaped to high ground where they held off the imperial

forces. Determined to wait them out, Ma retired to the river to wait

for their surrender. During the standoff, pestilence struck his forces.

He, too, became sick and scooped out a depression in the river bank to

escape the summer heat. The rebels launched an attack when they heard

54. ■ (8:12b) (8:383).
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of the condition of the imperial army, and Ma, feet dragging, emerged : 

from his cave to lead his troops in battle. The soldiers around him 

cried when they saw his bravery in such a weakened condition and 

responded to his call to battle, easily defeating the bandits.

The other three poems of this cycle were written in the same 

vein as the first two.. All draw heavily upon history and legend for
' I T  ’supporting thematic material. Yuan was obviously trying to inspire the 

emperor with his poems and to offer examples of right conduct in similar 

situations. Perhaps the one that makes fullest use of historical allu

sion is the third of the cycle:

The dragon and the serpent fight every day. The shield and the 
spear will be the death of people. Water, gushing out of the high 
plains, changes the face of the land. Wind blows from the 
battleground, bringing the smell of fresh killed meat through 
the trees and grasses. Some people are just like the ching-wei 
pheasant— hating the enemy, they are going to fill up the Gobi 
desert. Pad Hsu has no tears to shed in the gardens of Gh’in.
Where are the warriors of Ping-chou? Aren’t they going to split 
up their armies and take Ching-hsing?^

The meaning of the first four lines is fairly clear. The dragon 

and the serpent refer to the Mongols and the Chin, and the water from 

the high plains refers to the Mongol invasion carving up Northern China. 

The ching-wei pheasant was a fabulous bird that tried to fill up an 

ocean pebble by pebble. Pao Hsu was a minister of the state of Ch’u

during the Spring and Autumn period. When his country was attacked by

Chin, he went to the state of Ch’in to ask for aid. He cried for seven 

days and seven nights, before the Ch’in were convinced to send their

55. (8:13a) (8:383/384).
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armies to destroy .Chin. ' Ping-chou. Yuan's home province, was famed for

its warriors and knights-errant.

It is with this' cycle that ..Yuan’s poetry of lament comes, to .

• maturity, For the first time,.he was truly aware that the country was. 

c o l l a p s i n g  around him. . All of his longing for an eminent hero to arise 

and take, command was for "naught. The capital, and the empire of Chin, 

were doomed to fall. When the Mongols finally entered the city, all of 

the Confucian scholars were.sent to Ch'ing-chTeng.(just south of K'ai- . 

feng), and the capital was looted. Yuan was finally allowed to return 

to K ’ai-feng, and he stayed .there for about twenty days before he was 

sent off in forced migration to Liao-ch'eng. in Shantung. Before he left, 

he wrote a cycle of thirteen seven-syllable chueh-chu poems entitled 

"Random Chants at the Pavil.li.on of Fragrant Snows." These poems make 

much use of delicate imagery and have an air of tenuousness that bespeaks 

the doubtful future of the poet.

(2) The city gates 
■ 1 . - ; of Loyang make

fine smoky ash;
Kuo. and Yu 
the ephemera 
of old countries 

. catch my eye.

Do me a favor—  
ask that pair 
of. swallows there 
in the orchard of apricot 
where will they 

' build their nest 
to live out 

. another year?
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(3) The sun falling

on the gray mountain 
makes a tiny strip of sorrow, 
the Great River 
moving,east never 
- comes back.

Why does the pavillion 
of happy spring remain?
So many times I have
climbed its storied tower . ’
to look toward Sung / '
and my fallen Emperor.

(13) Warm.days, bright
clouds, newly embroidered 
trees, the wind 
puffs', the rain 
strikes stirring 
city dust.

Deep deep
in the palace garden 
hidden where no one 
ever goes 
slipping freely 
from branch 
to branch 
an oriole laments 
the passing spring.56

Kuo and Yu were two countries of ancient China that were, replaced

with such rapidity that they only existed for a single day. They became

a common classical metaphor for dying nations. The last English line of

verse three is implied by the original last line, "looking toward Sung^"

Sung being an ancient state to which Ai-tsung had fled.

The juxtaposition of the passing country to the enduring qualities

of things natural is particularly reminiscent of some earlier songs of

lament written by Tu Fu in the high T’ang, especially of his "Spring View"

56. (I2:la/2a) (12:558/562).
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Though a country he sundered, hills and rivers endure;
And spring comes green again to trees and grasses 
Where petals have been shed, like tears 
And lonely birds have sung.their grief.
. . .  After the war-fires of three months 
One message from home is worth a ton of gold.
. . . I stroke my white hair. It has grown too thin 
To.hold the hairpins anymore.$7

In the works of both artists, a sense of surprise is expressed 

that nature can endure virtually unchanged while utter destruction is 

visited upon man’s domain.

This leisurely reflection upon the perilous state of the times 

did not continue for long, as Yuan was forced to depart for Shantung. 

Travelling northward, he wrote a cycle of poems called "Crossing, the 

Yellow River on June 12., 1233":

(1) Bound prisoners 
fallen by the wayside,

■ shepherds1 carts flow 
by them like water. .
Women streaked .
with rouge-stained tears 
follow Ouigir horses; 
a step, a turn of the head—  
for who ?

(2) Wooden Buddhas
are cheaper than firewood . '
for travelling bivouacs.
Palace bells line the stalls 
in the market place.
Why ask how much was plundered 
when great ships 
laden with cargo 
come from K'ai-feng?

57. Bynner and Kiang, p. 119.
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(3) White bones scattered 

like tangled hemp, 
soon mulberries and lindera 
will turn to dragon sand.
Life, spirit die now 
north of the river.
Crumbling shacks, a wisp of smoke—  
that's where people live.58

In the same vein, Hao-wen wrote another cycle, "Continuing the 

Song of the Maidens":

(l) The youths of Wu
. line the road singing, 
ten and ten, five and five 
they harmonize their voices.
They sing a song
of meeting lovers,
not a glimmer of understanding
or.sorrow about leaving home
cast out of their country.

(3) No caves in the mountains, 
no boats on the water, 
a single rider 
herds a thousand people.
I am still alive 
this year, 
but tell me, 
where will I pass 
next year?

(5) Wind and sand
all day yesterday
and again today, .
walking on broken shoeheels 
the road squirms and sways.
It's not like that day
on south bridge
when we rode together;
my handsome man
bound with a seven-foot
red belt around the waist.

58. (12 :5a/5b) (12:568).
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(8) They would have, never

left home in time of peace, 
those precious boys 
those precious girls..
Nourished and cultured 
.for three hundred years 
to be led to the desert -
and traded for cows and sheep.

■ These last few poems embody the final realization that the

empire was finished. In their imagery and theme, there is a definite

return to T'ang style. Sorrow had become a little-used theme during the

Northern Sung, a period of internal peace,.and when their two-hundred-

year period of tranquility was finally disrupted by the lurched invasion,

their poetry took on an air of resistance and vigor. Lu Yu (1125-1209),

a poet typical of the period, wrote many poems urging a recapture of the

North, and continued struggle against China's enemies. For instance, a

poem written on his deathbed reveals his strong pro-resistance feelings:

Death comes 
I know at last 
the myriad acts 
of life are vain.

- ■. But yet I mourn. .
fof.China's 
disunited provinces.,

' When conquering armies
northward go.
At the family altar 
do not fail 
to te.1.1 thy Sire. 33

This poetry is decidely different from T'ang verse. Sorrow 

emerges only as a passionate longing to see China united again. Many

59. (6:10a/lla) (6:307/308).

60. Clara M. Candlin, ed. and trans., The Rapier of Lu (London: 
John Murray Co., 1946), p. 35; and Yoshikawa, pp. 149-159.
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Sung poets were completely apathetic to sorrow. They were bound up,

even after the southward, movement, in a highly sophisticated and care- -

free urban'society, deluded into thinking that there would be constant

peace, within the empire. This delusion of peace did not exist for Yuan

.Hao-wen. War was too common to be put aside in personal reverie. In

this respect, he differs greatly from Lu Yu and has a good deal in

common with Tu Fu. Lu Yu was. born when the Sung were driven from their

ancient capital in the north. He was never an active participant in

war, only a spectator. Yuan and Tu, however, were both shuttled about

China, fleeing either invasion or rebellion. Compare the following

verse of Yuan's with one each by Lu Yu and Tu Fu:

White bones, scattered 
like tangled hemp, 
soon mulberries and lindera 
will turn to dragon sand.
Life, spirit die now 
north of the river.
Crumbling shacks, a wisp of smoke—  
that's where people live.

Lu Yu: "Autumn Thoughts," ca. 1177: '

In the west wind, fulling mallets busily pound uniforms;
Now is the time for the traveller to take note.
From the first all was meant merely to be like this.
Over half my hundred years are gone— where shall I go from.here?
The cricket in the painted hall complains to the clear night;
By the iron-curbed well, pagoda tree leaves fall from old limbs.
A' pillow of sharp loneliness will not let me sleep.
I call for a lamp and get up to write a poem on autumn thoughts.

61. Yoshikawa, p. 148.
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Tu Fu: "Jade Flower Palace," ca. 756:

Where streams wind and the wind is always sighing,
Hoary gray mice scurry among abandoned roof tiles.
No one knows the name of the prince who once owned this house.
Standing.there, even now, under hanging'cliffs.
In dark rooms, ghost-green fires are shining.
Beside the ancient battered road a melancholy stream flows down

hill.
Then from the flutes of the forest, come a thousand voices;
The colors of autumn are fresh in the wind and rain.
Though the virgins have all gone their way to the yellow graves,
Why is it that paintings still hang on the walls?
Charioteers of the gold .chariots— all have gone.
There remain of these ancient days only the stone horses.
Sorrow, comes and sits on the spreading grass. . '
All the while singing, I am overwhelmed with lamentation..
Among these lanes of life disappearing in the distance
Who can make himself eternal?^

Lu Yu speaks of the loss of national pride. War is something 

that has imposed a discomfort upon him. He is dejected because of the 

loss of imperial splendor. Tu Fu and Yuan saw war from a different 

angle. There exists no abiding concern over the state of national pride. 

Their thoughts fall on the destruction of war and its consuming effect on 

people. The highest concern is for the welfare of man. Both Tu and Yuan 

expressed these humanistic feelings in terms of objective reality. In 

their verse, the concentration on reality led to a sort of expressionism, 

and small actions of nature and the destroyed works of man both symbolized 

the destruction and chaos they feared.

For Yuan, this sang-luan verse represented a period of intense, 

activity, and the attainment of heretofore unreached heights as a poet.

At first., inspired only by external events, nature, or subjective, feeling, 

his encounters with human suffering greatly expanded the limits of his

62. Bynner and Kiang, p . 115. 
#
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thought and feeling. • As youthful vitality and passion vanished, to • 

replace it there emerged an extremely sensitive and susceptible recep

tivity to the plight of man. Yuan had complete empathy for humanity, and 

for the times, and it is difficult to.draw the line between subjective 

feeling and. objective reality in this verse. Actually, the objective 

and the subjective worlds merged, and he transcended those early limita

tions of selfishness and egocentrieity to become a universal spokesman 

for the times.



CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS

One of the main sources of critical study of Yuan Hao-wen at . 

present is Mainland China. He is being interpreted as a poet.of social- 

consciousness (of that special Marxian.type).who .denounces the evils of 

a feudal:!stic and oppressive society. In a special sense,, he is not 

without this critical quality, yet it arises not from the social-environ

mental, stimuli that Marxistsrare fond of pointing to but from a remark

able capacity for human compassion.

His social poetry is full of this human compassion. True, there 

is criticism of'the general condition of the country, but the theme, of . 

.his social verse goes much deeper than mere criticism. It is an absorb

ing analysis of the physical and emotional state of the persons he is 

responsible for, and a psychological analysis of his .own feelings toward 

their, state. He is not content with an. offhand description of events, 

but attempts to perceive his relationship to events both as an official 

and as a poet. He truly has that quality of "the spirit of the times" 

that he proclaimed is a major requirement of good poetry. He portrays 

this spirit, in all of his verse and, as the dynasty fell, it took the • 

form of the sang-luan poems.

In these poems, one can trace the development of the poet as he . 

progresses from self-centered sorrow to a mature realization of human 

suffering. Although the empire was plagued by incessant warfare, rampant

■ 139 . " ■■ .



starvation, internal insurrection, and pestilence, it was not a country 

.weak.in- spirit that fell to the Mongols. It was a vigorous and martial 

nation that-yielded only when it was unable to resist any longer. When 

it finally capitulated, there was a feeling of physical and spiritual 

release from the endurance of twenty years of war that -Yuan captured in 

his. poetry. These poems, show the sorrow and exhaustion of an emotionally 

drained people as they are. shuttled about the countryside, driven by 

captors oblivious to human suffering.

It is this total response to human emotion that distinguishes '
TTYuan Hao-won as a poet.. He was a man of keen social awareness and deep 

psychological insight. Realistic tendencies characteristic of this 

awareness and insight are laced throughout Yuan’s poetry, taking the 

form of concrete, detailed imagery and a rational analysis of events. 

Rational as he was in his scrutiny of social and personal situations,

Yuan certainly had an idealized theory of society in mind; and when he 

realized the impossibility of putting any of his concepts into effect, 

he tended toward a philosophical cynicism. He was a man trapped between 

his ideals and his inability to act.

The question arises, "Where does Yuan Hao-wen belong in the 

tradition of Chinese poetry?" Perhaps poets are like gems cut from a 

common crystal. Each stone takes on its own characteristics, such as 

brilliance, number of facets, or perfection of cut. Certain ones appear 

similar in style and shape and may be grouped together, but there are 

subtle and important differences between each stone. Yuan might gener

ally belong to the Sung-Chin period,, but there are many facets of his
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verse which owe their inspiration to such diverse personalities as Juan 

Chi, T'ao Yuan-iaing, or Wei Ying-wu. So, in finality, we.must examine 

the poet and his works in their own right, only loosely tied to the ' 

cultural environment. Poets must always be counted as individuals, and 

not merely as representatives of certain periods. Their works must be

meaningful and be relevant to the present as they were to the.past. It
„ • is so with Yuan Hao-wen— a poet of all.ages.
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